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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION
"Where can I find it?" is a question often asked by pupils
of the elementary and secondary schools, and sometimes even by
students at the college level. Such a question is an indica-
tion that children in our schools have little knowledge of the
various kinds of books of refer ence which they may consult to
find bits of information pertaining to their school work as
well as information affecting their daily life.
True, children are taught the use of books and how to lo-
cate vital and diverse information from various sources, but
this training has been incidental rather than systematic. Con-
sequently, the results have been less effective and less last-
ing.
This paper is an attempt to provide in workbook form a pro-
gram for systematic training in locating information in such
basic references as the dictionary, the encyclopedia, the World
A1manic
.
the Who* s Who in America , and the atlas.
The exercises in this workbook not only provide practice
in training children to locate information in these sources, but
also provide practice in helping children to learn the distin-
guishing characteristics of each reference and the types of in-
formation each contains. Unless children have knowledge of the
scope and arrangement of the materials of each reference, they
are not likely to make an expeditious and fruitful use of each
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From the study of the exercises in this workbook it is
hoped that children will not only acquire the skill and di scrim**
ination that are needed to select the right book for the right
kind of information, but will finally become independent of the
teacher, thus enabling them to use effectively the library in
their efforts to achieve the highest goal of education — that
of self-improvement.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

3REVIEW OF LITERATURE
A survey of literature reveals that writers, educators,
and research workers agree that many children finish their el-
ementary education without having acquired the understanding
involved in using reference books. There is evidence that in-
cidental teaching of these skills has been woefully ineffect-
ive; consequently, if mastery of skills in locating information
is to be obtained, there must be a development of carefully
graded materials adapted to the interests, abilities, and needs
of the children.
Keltyl expresses the need of adapting reference material
to the mental level of pupils in the following statement: "A
study of gradation of difficulty is urgently needed, to be
followed by definite attempts to incorporate instruction in
those skills into the school experiences of children”.
Hodgkins^ states that ways of locating and utilizing know-
ledge from sources other than books have not often been reduced
to definite units of training, but 6till need much attention.
Wesley^ writes of the importance of the ability to find
1. Mary G. Kelty, "Adjustment of the Materials of the Social
Sciences to the General Mental Development of Children in the
Middle Grades", Educational Methods
.
16: 113-120, December ,1936.
2. George W. Hodgkins, "Skills in the Social Studies"
.
Social
Education
.
4: 194-200, March, 1940.
3. Edgar B. Wesley, "Diagnosis in the Social Studies", The
Social Studies Curriculum
. Fourteenth Yearbook of the Depart-
ment of Superintendence of the National Education Association,
1936, p. 309.
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1. Dwight L. Arnold, Social Studies Evaluation in the Inter-
mediate Grades", Social Education
,
7: 117-120, March, 1943.
2. Harriet M. Barthelmess, "Testing Ability to Use the Index
and Dictionary", Addresses and Proceedings . Vol. 72 of the Pro-
ceedings of the National Education Association, 1934, pp. 380-383
3* Gladys Boyington, "Experiment with Diagnostic Test to Deter-
mine Knowledge of Study Tools and Study Techniques in the Social
Studies", Classroom and Administrative Problems in the Teaching
of the Social Sciences
. Thirty-Second Yearbook of the National
Council for the Social Studies, 1932, pp. 137-149.
information expeditiously in using catalogs, guides, references,
bibliographies, and the myriad avenues that lead to the desired
item.
Arnold
1
8 tates that the ability to use books and other
reference materials is an important skill in developing habits
of independent study.
2
Barthelmess conducted an experiment in the use of the
index and dictionary with 214 pupils in grade 5A and 240 pupils
in grade 6B in representative schools of Philadelphia. Her find-
ings revealed (l) that more practice is needed in order to use
these skills more effectively, and (2) children need to be
taught that the dictionary contains other information than the
correct meaning of a given word.
Boyington' s experiment with 690 seniors in twenty-two high
schools in North Carolina furnishes careful and concrete evidenc
of the need of systematic training in the use of references. The
test included twenty-five questions dealing with parts of books,
types of books to be used for obtaining different types of mater-
ials, terms used in questions, statements of facts and opinions,
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procedures to be followed in determining the source of a state-
ment. She concludes that not only students but even prospective
teachers lack efficient ability (l) to use reference tools ef-
fectively and (2) lack knowledge of the types of information
that are found in various sources.
Anderson ^ states that if pupils are unable to find mater-
ials bearing on assigned topics, they certainly cannot expect
to achieve the remote goals of instructions. Consequently,
children need to be thoroughly at home with books and refer-
ences, knowing their parts and the types of information they
contain.
o
Horn gives this statement with respect to the use of
references:
H Ignorance of fundamental references as well as the
lack of ability to use them is a serious matter in view
of the necessary part they play in the careful study of
social problems. Elementary children can learn the sim-
pler references, and as they mature, training they receive
is readily transferred to the use of larger and more ade-
quate books".
McGuire ^ expresses the need of gradation of difficulties
in the utilization of such basic references as atlases, encyclo-
pedias and yearbooks, and strongly emphasizes the fact that if
direct instruction is properly presented in the elementary
1. Howard R. Anderson, 11 Testing Basic Skills in the Social
Studies”
,
Elementary School Journal . 36: 424-435, February ,1936.
2. Erne 8 t Horn, Methode of Instruction in the Social Studies
.
Charles Scribner’s Sons, Boston, 1937, p. 232.
3. Edna McGuire, “Social Studies Skills in Elementary Schools'
,
Social Education
. IS 569-574, November, 1937.
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6school, these skills should be completely mastered by the end
of the junior high school course.
Morse^ states that it is the resDonsibili ty of the teacher
to encourage and train pupils to use reference materials beyond
the text, no matter how limited such references may be. H Through
proper presentation even grade children will soon learn the de-
sirability of seeking further information on any topic, and will
readily learn how to use supplementary books".
The need of direct instruction in the use of references is
clearly evident. "The ease with which these somewhat mechanical
skills can be taught and learned renders continued clumsiness
p
inexcusable".
v Yoakam ^states that training in the use of books and in
finding information from several sources must not be put off
until adolescence, but must be started in the elementary grades.
He gives the following reasons for the lack of direct instruc-
tion in the use of various references!
1. "The feeling that the mastery of individual textbooks
is the primary purpose of education.
2. The belief that the use of reference books is properly
the work of the secondary school and college.
j
3. The reluctance with which boards of education furnish
1. Horace T. Morse, "Providing for Individual Differences in
Teaching Study Skills", Adapting Instruction in the Social
Studies
,
Fifteenth Yearbook of the National Council for the
| Social Studies, 1944, pp. 92-99.
2. Wesley, £p. ait., p. 328.
3. Gerald A. Yoakam, Reading and Study . The Macmillan Company,
New York, 1929, pp. 162-165.
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libraries to elementary schools.
4. The lack of training among teachers themselves in the
use of books and libraries.”
It is to be noted here that Yoakam* s fourth reason for de-
ficiences in the use of various sources supports the findings
of Boyington* 8. **
2
In addition to instruction in locating information, Taba
emphasizes the importance of children knowing how (l) to deter-
mine the appropiratene8B of a given source for a particular pur-
pose, (3) the dependability and objectivity of the source, and
(3) an awareness of limitations of the various sources of data.
Kennedy and Painter ® state that children need certain
reference tools as well as young people and teachers if they
are to satisfy their zest for understanding what they see, hear,
and read. Skills in the use of references are the tools with
which they should turn to investigate the problems in geography,
history, citizenship, economics, government, international rela-
tions, and public affairs which relate to their interests and
experiences.
1. Boyington, ojd. ci t.
,
p. 149.
3. Hilda Taba, "The Evaluation of Critical Thinking", Teaching
of Critical Thinking in the Social Studies . Thirteenth Yearbook
of the National Council for the Social Studies, 1942, pp. 133-1 36 ,
3. Anna C. Kennedy and Fred B. Painter, "Materials for the
Social Studies", The Social Studies in the Elementary School
.
Twelfth Yearbook of the National Council for the Social Studies
1941, pp. 141-142.
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8The Thirty-Sixth Yearbook which deals with the teaching
of reading, gives thiB expert opinion concerning the importance
of effective use of books and other sources of information:
“One of the most important obligations of the school is to pro-
vide training in the intelligent and skillful use of various
types of reference materials”. It gives the following standards
of achievement which should be satisfactorily completed by the
end of the sixth grade:
”1. Knowledge of the nature, location, and purpose of dif-
ferent parts of books.
2. Ability to use alphabetical arrangement.
3. Ability to use the index, table of contents, and othe
parts of a book effectively.
4. Ability to use a dictionary, and encyclopedia, and
other sources of information in study activities.
5. Knowledge of the types of material available in the
classroom, the school library, and the public library
6. Ability to discriminate between the relevant and the
irrelevant.
7.
Ability to judge the appropriateness and validity of
materials.
8. Ability to prejudge and select books for specific
purposes.
9. Ability to select information with discrimination
from various sources.
“
In complete agreement with the standards to be attained
in the use of books and other sources of information outlined
1. The Teaching of Reading: A Second Report . Thirty-Sixth
Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education,
Part I, 1936, pp. 70, 116-117.
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by the Thirty-Sixth Yearbook on the Teaching of Reading are the
skill 8 and understandings measured by the Iowa Every-Pupil Test
of Basic Skills. ^ The standards set up by these two sources
on the use of references are the criteria used for the develop-
ment of this study. A complete list of these criteria from the
Iowa Manual are given in chapter III, which deals with the
organization and construction of this workbook.
s
1. Manual for Interpretation of Iowa Every-Pupil Tests of
Basic Skills, Form-0, Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1945.
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CHAPTER III
METHOD OF PROCEDURE IN CONSTRUCTING THE EXERCISES

METHOD OF PROCEDURE IN CONSTRUCTING THE EXERCISES
Today, the complexities of society, the rapid growth of
information, and the numerous demands which the modern curricu-
lum places upon the pupils make it imperative that the school
provide a program for sequential training in the use of books
and other sources of information. This statement is amply
supported by the poor results which grade children made on
Test II, Use of References of the Iowa Every-Pupil Tests of
Basic Skills. Dr. Anderson ^ reports the results of two ques-
tions concerning the use of the encyclopedia, a type of refer-
ence book that is found in nearly all schools. The first
question taken from Test II, Use of References, reads as fol-
lows: "In what part of the United States were the Iroquois
Indians found?" Incorrect responses in Grade VII were as fol-
lows: Atlas, 19 per cent; dictionary, 2 per cent; Who^ Who,
14 per cent; yearbook, 8 per cent. The second question reads:
"Find what you can about the life of Longfellow, 1807-82." The
incorrect responses in Grade VI were: Atlas, 4 per cent; dic-
tionary, 3 per cent; Who* s Who, 31 per cent; yearbook, 16 per
cent. These findings show that children do not thoroughly
1. Anderson, op. ci
t
.
.
pp. 432-433, Quote - J. Lloyd Rogers,
A Survey of the Relative Effectiveness With Which Iowa Elemen-
tary Schools Are Developing Certain Basic Skills
, pp. 150-151.
Unpublished Doctor’s Thesis, University of Iowa, 1935.
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understand the types of information that can be found in an en-
cyclopedia despite the fact they have had much experience in
looking up biographical data. If children are not certain of
the kinds of information found in an encyclopedia, it stands to
reason that they are poorly prepared to use such references as
yearbooks, Who 1 s Who
,
and atlases, as these are found in only
a few of our elementary schools.
This paucity of knowledge that children have about basic
references , as revealed by these tests
,
prompted the writer to
undertake this study. Here in workbook form children are given
practice in developing those skills essential for locating in-
formation from the more common books of reference.
The exercises are constructed on the basis of the criteria
set up by the Iowa Manual ^for the measurement of pupils'
ability to use references. These criteria are the following:
”1. To recognize questions the answers to which may best
be found in atlases or maps.
2. To recognize questions the answers to which may best
be found in dictionaries.
3. To recognize questions the answers to which may best
be found in encyclopedias.
4. To recognize questions the answers to which may best
be found in yearbooks.
5. To recognize questions the answers to which may best
be found in specific sources such as testbooks,
globes, government publications, etc." 1
1 Iowa Manual, op. cit.
,
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This workbook consists of six major divisions, namely:
Part I, Alphabetization; Part II, Using the Dictionary; Part III,
Using the Encyclopedia; Part IV, Using the World Almanac ; Part
V, Using the Who*s Who in America ; and Part VI, Using the Atlas.
Each of these parts is prefaced with a page of introduction. It
sets forth the purpose of the exercises in each division and
gives children adequate reasons for studying the exercises.
Moreover, the introductory page points out important informa-
tion about the distinguishing features of each reference that
cannot be constructed in the form of an exercise. For example,
the importance of noticing the date of copyright is stressed in
using such references as encyclopedias.
No knowledge is presupposed on the part of the child for
any of the exercises. All of them are preceded with full ex-
planations, examples, and directions for doing each exercise.
They commence in a level of difficulty that is suitable for
third graders, and progress in levels of difficulty which chal-
lenge the abilities of youngsters at the junior high school
level.
At the conclusion of each part of this workbook are found
one or more tests. These serve two purposes: (l) They summa^-
rize all the important skills presented in the exercises, and
(2) they give children an opportunity to indicate their under-
standing and mastery of the exercises studied.
Sources of information cannot be used properly and intel-
ligently unless children know (l) the kinds of materials each
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reference contains, and (2) the arrangement of the materials in
each book. These features the exercises bring constantly to
the attention of the pupils throughout the six major divisions.
With this knowledge children will choose the right book with
confidence, and use it in the right way without fumbling and
without waste of time in obtaining the desired information.
Thus far the discussion has dealt with the general organ-
ization of this workbook. The following treatment is given for
each of the six major divisions:
Part I: Alphabetization . Since most books of reference
employ the alphabetic method of arranging materials, it is es-
sential that children learn to arrange words in alphabetic
order. This is the initial step in the program of instruction
for using the dictionary, the encyclopedia, and other sources
that employ the alphabetic method.
Skills which these exercises are designed to develop are
the following: (l) The ability to locate letters in the al-
phabet by telling what letters come before or after a given
letter; (2) the ability to tell in what part of the alphabet
a given letter is found, near the first, middle, or last; and
(3) the ability to arrange words in alphabetical order by their
first letter, by their second letter, by their third letter, by
their fourth letter, and finally by their fifth letter.
These exercises cover all the skills required for elemen-
tary children, but they do not provide all the practice that
each pupil may need to attain mastery of each skill. Where
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pup 11 8 should need more practice for a specific skill, the
teacher can construct similar exercises to these in the work-
14
book.
Part II? The Dictionary . The exercises constructed on
this reference are designed not only to give pupils skill in
the fundamental use of this book but to also give them skill
in the wider use of the dictionary. After studying these ex-
ercises children will learn that the dictionary can be used for
many other purposes other than finding the spelling, the pro-
nunciation, and the meaning of a given word.
Some of the abilities which these exercises develop are
these: (l) The ability to use the guide words as an aid in
finding words easily and quickly; (2) the ability to find the
following diacritical marks as an aid in securing correct pro-
nunciation of words: the macron, the breve, the circumflex, the
tilde, the one dot, and the two dots; (3) the ability to select
the exact meaning from several meanings given for a word; (4)
the ability to find synonyms as an aid in the improvement of
oral and written speech; (5) the ability to find whether a word
should be capitalized or should not be capitalized in the prep-
aration of letter writing, themes, and other forms of written
expressions; (6) the ability to find how to hyphenate a word
at the end of a line; (7) the ability to find the plural of
nouns and the correct form of verbs that are required in writ-
ten expression; (8) the ability to find the commonly used ab-
breviations that often appear in printed matter; (9) the
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ability to find, the names of famous persons , either in the main
vocabulary, the supplement, or the appendix; (10) the ability
to use such aids as the gazetteer and the biographical diction-
ary as found in the Webster* s unabridged dictionary; (ll) the
ability to find derivations of words as an aid in clarifying
and establishing the meaning of words; and (l3) the ability to
use the dictionary in finding the names of characters from
literature, the Bible, and Greek and Roman mythology.
Part III: The Encyclopedia . In constructing the exer-
cises for Part III, two encyclopedias were used, the Compton 1 s
Pictured and the World Book . Although all the material of
these exercises refers to these two references, the exercises
can be done entirely without using either one of the two
sources.
The skills and abilities that these exercises develop in-
clude the following: (l) The ability to use the guide letters
on the backs of the encyclopedia in locating the given word or
topic; (2) the ability to find the names of persons and topics
according to the alphabetic arrangement of the material in the
encyclopedia; (3) the ability to find information under more
than one heading; (4) the ability to use the index as a means
of locating all the pertinent information on a specific subject
(5) the ability to use cross references found either in the
index or in the main body of the encyclopedia; and (6) the
ability to discriminate between the kind of information that
can be found in the dictionary from the kind that can be found
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in the encyclopedia.
Part IV: World Almanac. The exercises in Part IV develoi
in children the following: under standings: (l) The World Almana<
is a book to use to find up-to-date information on a variety of
subjects and events of the past year; (2) the key to the loca-
tion of the wealth of information in this book is through the
index.
Having had much practice in using indexes with encyclo-
pedias, children will have little or no difficulty in working
with the sample index given in this section.
The skills needed to locate information in this reference
are the same as those required for using the encyclopedia. How-
ever, one exception deserves attention. Much y& terial in the
yearbook is presented in tabular form. Consequently, several
exercises are given to provide training in helping children to
develop the ability to interpret tables as they interpret the
printed word.
Part VI is concluded with (l) a master test and (2) keys
to the exercises in this workbook. The master test measures
the pupil's knowledge of the contents of the five basic refer-
ence books studied in this workbook, and hie ability to select
the best reference to use in finding information for a particu-
lar problem. There are thirty questions in this test that can
be correctly answered by selecting the best reference of four
choices. The pupil is required to place a cross mark (X) on
the line before the reference that he thinks is best to use to
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find the answer the question asked for. Throughout the test
the pupil is constantly kept aware of the fact that he roust
select the desired reference book according to the type of in-
formation being sought.
The consolidated "Key Sheet" provides answers to the exer-
cises and tests for each part of this workbook. It is to be
observed that Keys are not provided for exercises whose answers
can readily be determined by inspection or for exercises that
may have several different answers, all of which may be correct
depending upon the pupil* s selection. For example, finding a
synonym for the word dieclose will vary according to the pupil*
selection and to some extent upon the size of the dictionary
used. However, keys are provided for every exercise that will
aid the teacher in economy of scoring, and that will assist her
in verifying the material included in many of the exercises.
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THE EXERCISES
PART I
ALPHABETIZATION
<
USING REFERENCE BOOKS
ALPHABETIZATION
In this workbook you are going to learn how to use five
different kinds of books, namely: A dictionary, an encyclopedia,
an almanac, a Who 1 s Who
,
and an atlas* These books may be
properly called reference books because they are used only when
there is a real need to find information that will answer a
particular question, problem, or topic. They are not intended
to be read through, page after page, as a geography book, a
history book, or a story book, and many other such books which
you know about.
Before you can use any reference book properly and intelli-
gently, you must first know how words are arranged in alphabet-
ical order. This means that all words that begin with A are
grouped together. Then, secondly, all words that begin with
B are grouped together, then words that begin with C, and so on
until all words are placed together that begin with Z, the last
letter of the alphabet. This is the way words are arranged in
dictionaries and encyclopedias, and also names in telephone
books and city directories. In all your school and out-of-
school activities you will have need to find names, places, and
things in alphabetical order.
The following exercises will help you to find quickly the
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letters in the alphabet and to arrange words in alphabetical
order. You will be able to tell at once what letters are found
in the back of the dictionary and those that are found in the
front and middle. You will learn to tell instantly whether
£ comes before or after h, whether £ comes before or after r,
or whether jb comes before or after u. Such mastery of the
alphabet will give you the ability to find words in the diction-
ary and other books arranged in the same manner with speed, ac-
curacy, and little or no waste of time.
Finding Letters in the Alphabet
1.
Write the letter which comes before each letter given on
the dotted line. The first one is done correctly for you.
b ... .A v q
h w
i r u
d 1 y
2.
Write the missing letter of the alphabet on the dotted
line between each letter given below. The first one is done
for you.
e . . . . F. .
. g s u w y
1 d f
m o t V
n p
q s
i k h j x z
3.
After each letter on the dotted line write the word "first 1
if the letter comes before the letter Write the wordiest”
if the letter comes after the letter jj. The first one is done
for you.
:n -
-
.
.
,
' '
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' 3 0 ' ' .
1
‘ l
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" t
20
q ..Fir6t... w u
t o m
v n r
x P y
4.
In each group of letters below find the letter which should
come first. When you are sure you have the right letter, write
it on the dotted line after each group of letters. The first
one is done for you.
n 0 P 1 ..1. d e c g .... u V t 8 • • #
8 P r g • • • • r 0 n 8 .... i h f g • • •
k 3 1 m • • • • 0 i 1 ij .... P m 1 0 • • • •
m V t 8 • • • • q g k h .... X m z y • • • •
5.
Write the two letters which come exactly before and after
the letter given below. The first one is done for you.
*k.
.
1 ..... m .......... .......... q
d w
8 g
i k
f t
6.
You will save much time if you can turn quickly to the
part of the dictionary where any letter belongs. To do this,
you should remember that the letters of the alphabet divide
themselves into four parts or quarters. These are:
The first quarter: This includes letters A to D.
The second quarter: This includes letters E to M.
The third quarter: This includes letters N to R.
The fourth quarter: This includes letters S to Z.
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Write the number 1, 2, 3, or 4 after each word to show the
quarter to which you should open your dictionary to find the
following words. The first is done for you.
feather book umbrella
rich hundred ocean .
.
car mountain several
learn toy knock .
.9
,-U i.-.l:
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Arranging Words in Alphabetical Order
Words are in alphabetical order when their first letters
the same order as the letters in the alphabet
,
as:
A B C D E F G H I J K L M
_N 0 P Q. R S T U V W X Y Z
1. Let
1
8 see if you can arrange the words below to look like
the order of the letters in the alphabet above. First, find
the word that begins with A and write it on the line numbered
JL. Then find the word that begins with B and write it on the
line numbered 2. Do the same for C and all the other letters
until you finish the alphabet.
knife deer owl oueen
goose tonight boat pony
whistle airplane X-ray zebra
eagle car sheep
ink uncle father robin
house mo rning yellow lamb
number violet
1 14
2 15
3
16
4
17
5 18
6 19
7 20
•.
—V tf A T i
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anuorf
isdfr/jn
r
Hi
4 v 4 »
8 21
9 22
10 23
11 24
12 25
13
2. When each word in a group of words begins with a different
letter you must look at the first letter of each word in order
to arrange them alphabetically. Arrange each group of words
below, looking at the first letter. The first one is correctly
done for you.
Group I Group II
man a a .
,
summer b woman b .
broom c ball c .
air d d .
children e
rain f f .
3 . You know that all words do not begin with a different let-
ter. There are many words that begin with the same letter, as
"boat" and "bear”. When two or more words begin with the same
letter, look at the second letter to decide the order. Arrange
the words in each group according to the second letter.
Group I Group II
bird a . . .
.
crow a
break b .... chin b
bed c .... cotton c
butter d cut d
bank e . . . cry e
box f .... cap f
ry
rr Mcac •
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4.
All the words in Group I begin with the same letters fa .
In Group II all the words begin with the letters £e. Look at
the third letter of each word and arrange them in alphabetical
order.
Group I Group II
fairy a a
face b b
family c c
fable d d
farm e e
father f f
5.
The words in each group begin with the same three letters.
Look at the fourth letter and arrange the words in the order of
the alphabet.
Group I Group II
reptile a a
repair b b
replace c ...... c
repeat d d
reprint e e
report f f
6.
All the words in each of the groups below begin with the
same four letters. Look at the fifth letter of each word and
arrange the words alphabetically.
Group I Group II
restrain a roomful a .
.
restful b
. .
room b
restrict c
. ... roommate c
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restless d
rest e
restore f
roomy d
roomer e
roominess f
7. Write the following words in alphabetical order. Be sure
to look carefully at the first, second, and third letter of
each word.
Word First Trial Second Trial
rug
mouse
peach
window
attire
p eftK **»..••«.«• *«••»...«••.
crater
doctor
clock
glove
attack
moon
glass
plumb
knot
Test I
Directions: This test is to find out how well you can arrange
words in alphabetical order. There are four words in each
group. Write the number 1,, 2, 3, or 4 in the box below the
word to show which word should appear first, second, third, and
fourth if they were alphabetically arranged. The sample below
;.
,
. , . .
.
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. . . .
* . . . .
...........
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. . A .
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ie done correctly for you
Sample:
wagon country baby store
m EH CT3 DD
1. t rain church smoke forest
tm ZD
2. peace ship aueen table
3. army actor artist annoy
LJ
4. cup cent cast call
tzi
5. Mississippi Montana Maine Mexico
a
6. seal season second sea
7. Robert Rebecca Roy Ruth
lH a
8. sheep shake shawl sharp
a
9. from frost free f ront
|
1
10, troop trolley troll trod
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Test II
Directions: This is a second test of your ability to alpha-
betize. Choose the word in each group that you think should
appear first if the words were arranged in alphabetical order
Place a cross mark (X) on the line before the word you choose
The sample below is done correctly for you.
Sample:
donkey
coal
X bottle
flower
game 5. store
barn teeth
child spoon
aunt world
men 6. violin
rain track
horse voice
jump vegetable
lake 7. web
name turtle
joke today
kind twenty
orange 8. noisy
sun nation
office nest
pound nut -=
vs
_
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pain 12. winkle
parade windy
palm winch
paper winter
linen 13. thrift
light thrilling
lime thrice
lion thrive
brown 14. mystify
bronze mystification
brother mystical
broad mysticism
.: l
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PART II
USING THE DICTIONARY

USING THE DICTIONARY,
The dictionary is one of the most useful and most widely
used of all books. It is the book that contains a collection
of the words of our language arranged in alphabetical order
with explanations of their spellings, pronunciations, and
meanings. People in all walks of life — such as business men,
educators, teachers, stenographers, doctors, industrial workers
farmers, and scores of others — refer to this book to find the
meanings and spellings of unfamiliar words heard either in con-
versation or read in printed matter.
As you advance in your school work, you too will often
have need to refer to the dictionary for the meaning of words
that you do not know. However, the dictionary today contains
other useful information than the spelling, pronunciation, and
meaning of words. You can consult the dictionary with profit
for such information as (l) how to spell the plural of ir-
regular nouns; (2) how to divide a word at the end of a line;
(3) the part of speech to which a word belongs; (4) the mean-
ing of commonly used abbreviations; (5) words that should be
capitalized and those that should not; (6) short statements
about famous people in history, literature, science, art, etc.;
(7) the location of countries, cities, mountains, rivers; and
a great many more facts that you will often be asked to find in
connection with your school work.
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The exercises that follow will give you practice in find-
ing the helpful and interesting information contained in this
book. As you study each exercise you will discover for your-
self that the dictionary is a reference that will always be
needed in any written or oral work you do, whether in school
or out of school.
Guide Words
To help you find quickly the words you are looking for,
special helpers are printed in large letters at the top of each
page. These helpers are called guide words, and they show the
first and last words on a page. If the word you are looking
for comes between the two guide words, in alphabetical order, i
will be found on the page.
Guide words look like this in the dictionary:
t
branch 91 break
What is the first word found on page 91?
What is the last word found on page 91?
Will you find breach on page 91?
Will you find brain on page 91?
Why wouldn* t you expect to find the
word bridge on page 91?
.,
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1. Below is a list of words some of which are found between
the guide words famous and farewell , and some are not. After
each word write “yes 11 or "no11 to tell whether each of the words
will be found between these guide words. The first one is
done for you.
famous farewell
fare . . .yes. ...... fancy ...... ......
farm farce
fashion fame
farrow fa.miliar
farther fancier
famously ......... fantasy
father falcon
fairy favor
2. Remember that guide words tell you when to stop turning the
pages because you are sure the word is found on that page. Us-
ing the guide words stop and strain
.
write the word f rent or
back to show which way you would turn the pages to find the
words below. The first one is done for you.
stop strain
stomach Turn toward ..fJWfc... of the dictionary.
string Turn toward of the dictionary.
stripe Turn toward of the dictionary.
stockade Turn tov/&rd • • ••••• • • • of the dictionary.
student Turn toward • of the dictionary.
rubber Turn toward of the dictionary.
street Turn toward .......... of the dictionary.
stimulate Turn toward of the dictionary
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stroll Turn toward the dictionary
talent Turn toward . . . . the dictionary
starter Turn toward .... the dictionary
strong Turn toward . . . .
,
the dictionary
3. Here are some guide words with the pages on which they are
found. Read them carefully, and, after each of the words fol-
lowing the guide words, write the page number on which each
word is found. The first is done for you.
bake 58 ballet
balloon 59 bang
bangle 60 bar
barb 61 bargain
banana .
.
59 bank . . baptism ....
banquet
,
barely banister . .
.
ball . . .
,
bal cony .......
.
bal my ......
barber .
,
ballot . . balk
bn re . . . . bnnio hnmbnn
Spell ing
When you are in doubt of the spelling of a word, you
should consult the dictionary for this is the book that every-
body refers to when not sure of spelling. Can you think of
any people who use the dictionary often to see if their spell-
ing is correct?
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1. There are two spellings given for each of the words below.
Only one is correct. Look up the word and underline the correct
Spelling. The first one is done for you.
a. Febuary February
b. beleive believe
c. argument arguement
d. supr ise surprise
e. quanity ouant ity
f. ocass ion occas ion
g. lovable loveable
2. In each sentence helow you are to decide whether the word
in italics is spelled right or wrong. ^rite C. in the parenthe-
ses at the right if the italicized word is swelled correctly; if
wrong, write the correct spelling of the word on the line at the
right. The first one is done for you.
a. His disapointment made him cross and angry.
^
d isappo intment
b. Planes with propellers use too much gas.
c. In some foreign countries bye icles are as common
as automobiles in America.
( )
d. The children remained oueit throughout the program.
e. Every nation likes to think that its own goverment
is best
( )
-— AL
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f. The Atlantic Ocean sepe rates America from Europe.
( )
g. The man placed his baggage in a locker and went
to lunch.
( )
h. The hostees will recieve the guests in the drawing-
room.
( )
i. John started promptly when the signal was given.
( )
j • The dentist usee his ins truement with skill and
confidence.
( )
Some words in our language have two different spellings,
both of which are correct. When two words spelled differently
are given side by side, the first one is considered better than
the first. In the dictionary, words with two different spell-
ings look like this:
center, centre (sen ter) n. 1. The middle of anything
3. Use your dictionary to find out which of the two spellings
of the words below is preferred. Write your answer on the line
after each pair of words. The first one is done for you.
Word Preferred Spelling
enrol enroll
gage ..
theatre
gauge
theater
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mould . .
.
program .
honor. . .
thoro . .
good-bye .... goodby
esthetic .... aesthetic
Pronunciation
The dictionary uses certain marks and symbols to show the
different sounds given to letters or groups of letters. These
marks and symbols are called diacritical marks and are used
only to mark vowels. When vowels have a long sound they are
marked with a straight line ( - ) called a macron, thus:
a, £» u. When vowels have a short sound they are
marked with a curved line ( ) called a breve, thus: a, e, i.,
0 , u.
1. Mark the vowels in each of the words below with a macron
or breve to show whether they have the long or short sound. The
first one is done for you. Check your work with the dictionary.
bay hop mild
egg wool food
pin tune sight
study add pipe
made mend gate
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Vowels are not always short or long. Sometimes o, and
u are marked with a symbol called a circumflex (* x ), as a in
,/\ /\ A A A
care,
.
0
,
in orb, and u in urn. When a circumflex appears over
a vowel, it should be given the same sound as the vowels have
A A A
in care, orb, and urn.
2.
Mark the vowels in the words belo^y that have the same
sound as the vowels in care, orb, and urn. Check your words
with the dictionary.
A
compare spare arm
art yard acorn
turn absorb prayer
aware share fare
refuge adorn absurd
3.
#
Mark the vowels in each word below that has the same sound
as a in ask. The first one is done for you.
mass half staff
pass dance after
palm grasp last
hand grass alarm
raft start about
4.
Mark the vowel s in each word below that has the same sound
as the letter a in far. The first one is done for you.
almond cart jam
vary candle harp
garment bargain ahoy
,.
'
t
.
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.
T
.
father harejar
barn part cartoon
5. Another mark that is used to change the sound of a vowel
is the tilde. It is used over e,, as in the word maklTr. Mark
the vowel in each word below that has the same sound as ,e in
maker. Check your work with the dictionary. The first one
is done for you.
baker American singer
eager berry cafeteria
order tiger trainer
leader berth gallery
erect mercury alter
Respelling
In addition to the diacritical marks which help you in
the pronunciation of words, the dictionary often respells words
to show how they should be pronounced. Respelling of a word is
necessary, for words are not always pronounced as they are
spelled. Whenever you come across words which you cannot pro-
nounce, consult the dictionary. Re spellings look like this in
the dictionary:
quay (ke)
gypsy ( jip-si
)
1. Look up the following words in your dictionary. Respell
and mark each word to show how the word should be pronounced.
The first one is done for you.
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Wo rd Re spelling and Marking
patience ....?* .'*????
hoof
chores
mischievous .
Sioux
Wednesday
licorice
height
Accent
The accent mark (
*
) is another sign which will assist
you in pronouncing words correctly. It shows which syllable
should receive special stress. Some words have two accents.
One is called the primary accent and the other is called the
secondary accent. A heavy accent is used to indicate the pri-
mary accent, and a lighter accent is used to indicate the sec-
ondary accent. Notice carefully the two accents in the follow-
ing word: j j
Ac-com-mo-da- 1i on
1. Divide the following words into syllables and mark the
accented syllables.
permanent warrior. rpedicine
pilot pontoon. congress
elevator telephone........ rummage
caravan festival burden ••••
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2. Divide these words into syllables and mark both the pri-
mary and the secondary accents.
graduation stationary imagination
patriotic occasional legislation
eventide momentary nineteenth
exhalation expedition ........ intercede
Syllabication
Dividing words into syllables is the last way the diction-
ary provides to help you to pronounce words correctly. The
word syllable means that part of the word which can be pro-
nounced by a single push of the voice. For example, the word
cross requires one push of the voice. Therefore, it is one
syllable. But the word crossing requires two pushes of the
voice. Hence, it has two syllables, cross and lng . From
this example you can readily see that some words have only one
syllable while others have two or more syllables. In the dic-
tionary a short dash ( - ) called a hyphen is used to divide
words into syllables, thus?
i
ded-i-cate 3 syllables
1. Find the following words in your dictionary. Divide them
into syllables and give the number of syllables in each word.
The first one is done for you.
Divide into Number of
Word Syllables Syllables
elephant .
. . .
.
...?
loyal
inherit ^
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persist
clarinet
hurricane
magazine
opposition .
cushion
millionaire
Dividing words into syllables not only helps you to pro-
nounce words correctly but also shows you how to divide words
at the end of a line. For your written composition you should
know that words of two or more syllables can be divided at the
end of any of the syllables. A word of one syllable, such as
stopped , should never be divided at the end of a line. When-
ever you are in doubt about dividing a word at the end of the
line, consult the dictionary.
1. Below is a list of words of several syllables. Divide
each word in two or more different ways to show how it may be
divided at the end of a line. Be sure to place a hyphen after
the last syllable on the line. The first one is done for you.
a. composition com- compo- composl-
position si tion tion
b. federation
c material
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d. preliminary
e. ordinary
f. flannel
g.
chipped
h. original
i. vehicle
Meanings
One of the main reasons for using the dictionary is to
learn the meaning of words. But did you ever stop to think
2
that a word has more than one meaning. For example, to say,
"I'll box your ears”, means to strike the ears with the hand.
To say, "Strawberries are 20£ a box", means a container made of
wood. Therefore, when you are in search of the meaning of a
word in the dictionary, take care to select the meaning that
best fits the word as it is used in the sentence.
1. Find the following words in your dictionary and write three
different meanings for each. The first is done for you.
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a* 8 to re:
^ ^
To put away for future use
^2^
Supplies
^
A shop; as a grocery store
b. judge:
( 1 )
( 2 )
( 3 )
c. tumbler:
( 1 )
( 2 )
( 3 )
d. concrete:
(1) -
( 3 )
( 3 )
e. minor:
( 1 )
( 2 )
( 3 )
f. craft:
( 1 )
( 2 )
( 3 )
:
g. receipt:
( 1 )
(3)
(3)
2. On the line below each sentence, write the definition that
tells the exact meaning of each italicized word according to
its use in each sentence. The first one is done for you.
a. If steam touches cold surfaces, it condenses into
water.
Meaning: Sterna. change
s
#
froma, vapor to a liquid.
b. The accident delayed the train for two hours.
Meaning:
c. This is a fair crop of wheat this year.
Meaning:
d. She makes gross errors in pronouncing words.
Meaning:
e. Fred identified the bag as his by telling what it
contained.
Meaning:
f. The cruelties committed by the Germans kindled
our anger.
Meaning:
g. The ranchmen railed off a space for the horses.
Meaning:
h. This measure has passed the Senate.
Meaning:
:*»••••••••>•«
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Parts of Speech
The dictionary shows the part of speech to which a word
belongs by an abbreviation written after the word, as:
ostrich (os-trich), n.
Here the letter n shows that the word ostrich is a noun.
If you know the part of speech to which a word belongs, it
helps you to use it correctly in both your oral and written
composition.
The following abbreviations are used to show the part of
speech to which a word belongs. Study them carefully so that
you will know their meaning when you see them in the dictionary.
n. noun v.t^. verb, transitive
pro, pronoun adv. adverb
ad,-j
.
adjective prep, preposition
v. verb con.1 . conjunction
v.i,. verb, intransitive inter;], interjection
1. Find the part of speech of each word below. The first
one is done for you.
_ _ noungulf often .
handsome epistle
him capitol
radio ......... pshaw
.
and write
.
always of ....
:V-
,
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Abbreviations Used in Writing
Often in writing and printed matter you will find a short-
ened form of a word, such as f_t.
,
£t.
,
and doz . These short-
ened forms of words are called abbreviations. Unless you
understand the meaning of the abbreviations used, you will get
only part of the meaning from the printed page. Whenever you
come across abbreviations in your reading that you do not know,
look them up in the dictionary. They can be found in either
the main part or at the back of the dictionary in the section
called the"appendix M .
1. Look up the meaning of each of the abbreviations below and
write the answer on the line provided. The first one is done
for you.
Hr. mi cub.
e.g A • 13# #«•••••• G* 0 • P# #•••••••
cwt P • S # ••••••*• A.M. ..........
anon viz ok e. ...........
mdse TVA Hon. ..........
B. C. ......... C 0# D# •«•••• ltd
2. Write the abbreviation of each of the words below on the
line given.
March editor assistant
Ohio Okay chapter
amount attorney ........ democrat
Thursday ....... manufacture ..... avenue
height Reverend altitude
r<
/ t «
(
Plural of Noun
8
Whenever you are in doubt about the spelling of plural
forms of nouns, you can find the correct spelling in the dic-
tionary. You must remember that only irregular nouns, those
that form their plural in an unusual way are given in the dic-
tionary. Regular nouns, those that form their plural by add-
ing b or es, are not listed. Plural forms of nouns look like
this in the dictionary:
lady (la di), n.
,
pi. ladies (-diz)
sheep (shep), n.
,
sing, and pi.
Notice carefully in the above example that the abbrevia-
tion pi indicates the plural; the abbreviation sing indicates
the singular.
1. Find the plural of each of the words below and write the
correct form on the line after each word.
man oasis
deer child
tooth country ....
ox woman ......
mouse memorandum
,
potato loaf
foot knife
ilj'O uo\ . e: v.
.
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Verb Forms
Consult the dictionary when you are not sure of the cor-
rect form of the verb to use. Verbs have different forms to
show different time, such as the present tense, the past tense,
and the past participle. To be able to find verb forms in the
dictionary will be very helpful in your work in grammar. Verb
forms look like this in the dictionary:
drop (drop), v. , dropped, dropping
throw (thro), v.
,
threw, thrown, throwing
1. Find the verb forme for each of the verbs below. Write
your answer on the line provided for each form. The first
one is done for you.
Verb Past Tense Past Participle
fly ft-PH1
chat
do
drink
break
go
choose
Synonyms
In your oral and written conversation do you find yourself
saying the same word over and over again? If you do, what
you need is another word which expresses the same thing as the
! ecfieV
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over-used word. These words are called synonyms and are
listed in the dictionary after the abbreviation syn. . thus:
roam (rom), v.i., 1. To go from place to place; to
rove.
Syn. - to wander, stroll, range,
ramble
1. Find three synonyms for each of the words below. The
first one is done for you.
a. rescue . ..deliver, ...free save
b. obtain
c. stain
d. huge
e. dirty
f. disclose
g. occupation
h. deny
i. prosperous
3 • assist
Derivation
Would you like to know where the words of our language
first came from? This is not a hard question to answer be-
cause the dictionary shows clearly the origin of the words of
our language. When you trace the beginning of a word to its
present use the process is called derivation. Therefore, a
large number of the words of our language are derived from the
Latin, Greek, and French. The example below shows that the
'•.
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word liberty is derived from the French word liberte , which in
turn is derived from the Latin libertas .
»
^ ^ /
liberty (lib-er-ti), n.
,
F. liberte, fr. L. libertas
The dictionary uses the following abbreviations to show
the language from which a word comes. Study the list care-
fully, then do the exercise below.
AS F
G OF
Gr.. .
.
It
OE Heb. .
.
L sP . . .
1. Give the meaning and the language from which each of the
following words corned The first one is done for you.
Word
menu
bonnet
quaint
sandal
balcony
pyramid
road
rodeo
nautical
Language
French List of
Meaning
the food served at a meal
hurricane
.'
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ceocn
spaghetti
agricul ture
democracy
Capitalization
The dictionary can be your most useful guide in matters
of capitalization. Whenever you are in doubt as to whether a
word should begin with a capital, or not, consult the diction-
ary. Words that should be written with a capital letter are
easily found, as all of them begin with a capital letter, thus:
Pilgrim (pil-grim), n.
,
1. One of the English settlers.
—/ / V/
pilgrim (pil-grim)
,
n.
,
1. Person who goes on a journey.
Notice in the above examples that Pilgrim is capitalized
if you speak of one of the English settlers. If you speak of
an ordinary person who makes a journey, pilgrim is written with
a small letter.
1. On the line after each word, write the word, capitalizing
it if you think it should be capitalized. On the second line,
write the word as it appears in the dictionary.
Word Your Choice Dictionary Check
march
avenue
nero
italian
ambassador
V .
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spring
yankee
seine
tuesday
almighty
kansas
hallowe' en
Biblical Characters
The dictionary is a useful book to consult when you only
want short statements about characters from the Bible. Biblical
names are found in the main part of the dictionary.
1. Find the answers to the following questions in your dic-
tionary. The key word that you should look up is written in
italics.
a. How old was Methuselah when he died?
b. Who was Judas Iscariot ?
c. What weapon did David use to kill
Goliath?
d. Who was Pontius Pilate ?
e. Who wrote most of the Psalms of the
Old Testament?
f. In what book of the Bible will you find
the story of the Good Samaritan ?
g. What Testament of the Bible contains
the letters of Paul ?
h. What relation was Lazarus to Mary and
Martha?
i. In what book of the Bible can you find
the story of Nebuchadnezzar?
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Fictitious Characters
Use the dictionary to find brief information about char-
acters who probably never lived, such as Achilles, Pied Piper
of Hamelin, and Scheherazade. These persons are called ficti-
tious characters because they were never real people but are
often mentioned in newspapers, books, and magazines as though
they once lived. If in your reading you should come across
such names that you do not know, consult the dictionary to find
out who they were.
1. Using the dictionary, find the answers to each of the fol-
lowing questions. The word or words written in italics are the
key words that you should look up in order to find the informa-
tion asked for.
a. Why was William Tell ordered to shoot an apple from
the head of his own son?
b. Why did Bluebeard forbid his wife, Fatima, to open
a certain chamber?
c. What is the name of the forest in which Robin Hood
lived?
d. How tall was Tom Thumb when he was first shown in
public?
e. In what story is Aladdin mentioned?
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f. Who was Rip Van Winkle ?
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g. What magic words did A1 i Baba use to gain entrance
to the cave of the forty thieves?
h. Who were Robinson Crusoe* s only companions while he
was shipwrecked on the island?
Greek and Roman Mythology
Like fictitious characters, Greek and Roman gods are often
mentioned in books, stories, and magazines. When you come
across such names as Ajax, Midas, and Narcissus in your reading,
look them up in the dictionary to find out what they mean.
1 . Complete
Name
Janus
Ceres
Zeus
Cupid
Poseidon
Bacchus
Apollo
Jupiter
Aurora
Muses
the chart below with the information asked for.
God or
Goddess
Greek or
Roman
*-gofl...
Over What Did He Rule
The .of
#
entranees
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Famous People
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Uee your dictionary to find brief information about well-
known persons in science, literature, history, art, etc. Names
of prominent persons are listed either in the main part of the
dictionary or in a section called the "Biographical Dictionary"
as in Webster* s large dictionary.
1. By referring to your dictionary, find the information that
is needed to complete the chart below.
Name
Luther Burbank
Marco Polo
Robert Frost
Position or Nationality
Life Work
A. naturalist who or- American
lginated new fruits,
plants and flowers.
When Did
j
He Live?
1849-1926
••••••••
Joan of Arc ...
George III ...
Eenjamin Franklin ..
William Harvey
Roald Amundsen
j
..
Abraham Lincoln
Thomas A. Edison
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C-eography
If you only want to find brief information about geograph-
ical names, you need not look further than the dictionary. Here
you will find the location, the size, and the population of
cities, countries and states; the location and length of the
largest rivers of the world; and the location and the height
of mountain ranges and peaks.
Geographical information is given in the main part of all
dictionaries except Webster* 8 Mew International and Winston
Simplified . In the first thi6 information is found in a sec-
tion called A Pronouncing Gazetteer; in the second the informa-
tion is given in Appendix IV.
1. Find the population of the following cities in the diction-
ary. In searching for population, be sure to notice the date
of copyright. The first one is done for you.
Chicago, 111. ?»???:???.... St. Louis, Mo
Akron, Ohio Glasgow, Scotland
Buenos Ai res , Argentina Montreal, Canada .
Santiagoo Calif Vera Cruz, Mexico
2. Find the location and length of the following rivers. The
first one is done for you.
Volga Russia 2,325
Danube
Ganges
Amazon
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Rio Grande
Mi ssissipp
i
Yukon
Yangtze
3. Find the location and height of each of the mountains or
peakB given below. The first one is done for you.
Pike's Peak ...59l9I»$9 H.W?
Mr. Rainier ......... o....
.
Fuj i yama •
Mt. McKinley
Mt. Everest •••••
Mt. Mitchell
4. On the line before each word, write the state or country
in which each place is located. The first one is done for you.
West Point . .
.
. Cumberland Gap
El Salvador *<
Appomattox
Sioux City
Niagara Falls
Baffin Bay .,
Algiers
Teheran ..... 4
Budapest . . . .
,
Staten Island
Gettysburg .,
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Test
Directions: The answers to the following questions can be
found by correct use of the dictionary. There are four choices
for each answer. Select the letter that corresponds to the
correct answer and write it in the parenthesis at the right.
Do not guess.
1. Which of these nationalities is Eduard Benes?
a. Austrian c. German
b. French d. Czech ( )
2. What part of speech is the word grotesque ?
a. Verb c. Noun
b. Adverb d. Adjective ( )
3* Which of these is a synonym for convert ?
a. talk c. change
b. observe d. beautify ( )
4 # Which of these years is the birthdate of Rudyard
Kipling?
a. 1848 c. 1865
b. 1854 d. 1870 ( )
5. How is the plural of modesty spelled?
a. modestys c. modestes
b. modesties d. modestyes ( )
6. Which of these is the capital of Austria?
a. Bremen c. Stockholm
b. Budapest d. Vienna ( )
7. What part of speech is the word pooh ?
a. Conjunction c. Preposition
b. Adverb d. Interjection ( )
8. Which of these is the past tense of the verb to slay ?
a. slay c. slew
b. slayed d. slain
’
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9. Which of these is a synonym for mistake ?
a. erase c. err
b. correct d. error ( )
1£>. Which of these is the correct spelling for a word meaning
"advice' 1 ?
a. kouncil c. councel
b. counsel d. council ( )
11. From which of these is the word automobile derived?
a. English c. Latin
b. Greek d. French ( )
13.
Which is the correct form to use in the blank in this
sentence: "Traffic was for nearly two hours"?
a. stoped c. stopd
b. stop d. stopped ( )
13. Which of these describes a limerick ?
a. clown c. song
b. nonsense verse d. play ( )
14. In which of these words does the letter e_ have the same
sound as in the word talker?
a. senior c. orchestra
b. merlin d. runner ( )
15. In which of these states is Crestone Peak?
a. Colorado c. Montana
b. Nebraska d. Arizona ( )
16. How many syllables in the word perpetuate ?
a. Three c. Five
b. Four d. Six ( )
17. Which of these is spelled correctly?
a. orartorical c. oratarical
b. oraterical d. oratorical ( )
18. In which sentence is saber used correctly?
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a. Harry is in a saber condition.
b. The lady filled the saber with water.
c. The guard drew his saber quickly.
d. This saber is more costly than other kinds of furs.
( )
19. Which of these is correctly accented?
a. re^cov-er-y c. re-cov-er'y
b. re-cov'-er-y d. re-cov-er-y* ( )
30. Which one of these describes Samuel Gompers?
a. Eighteenth President of the United States.
b. Builder of the Panama Canal.
c. Founder of the American Federation of Labor.
d. Inventor of the sewing machine. ( )
21.
Which of these does the abbreviation viz stand for?
a. "for example" c. "namely"
b. "which see" d. "that is"
22.
Which one of these would you use TNT for?
)
a. For food
b. For explosives
c.
d.
For spraying insects.
For ornamentation
< )
23. Which of these is the correct pronunciation for the
word inquiry ?
^ » vj — vx
a. en-quir ’
-y c. in-kwir'y
b. in-quir'-y d. in-kwer*y ( )
24. Which of these gives the meaning for the abbreviation
Msgr . ?
a. Managements
b. Messrs.
c. Master of Ceremonies
d. Monsignor
( )
25.
How would you divide the word eliminate at the end of a
line?
a
b
elimin-ate
elim-inate
c
d
el-iminate
elimi-nate ( )
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PART III
USING THE ENCYCLOPEDIA

USING THE ENCYCLOPEDIA
The second part of your workbook introduces you to the
encyclopedia. This is a set of books that contains informa-
tion on almost any subject that you can mention. These are
the first books that you should consult when you have a topic
or subject of which you have no knowledge. From the encyclo-
pedia you get a general idea of what the subject is like, and
then you are prepared to rea.d books or magazines that are more
up-to-date and more detailed in their discussion than articles
in the encyclopedia.
Because of the large amount of information given on many
kinds of subjects, the material in an encyclopedia is arranged
in alphabetical order among several books, each of which is
called a volume. Some encyclopedias consist of one volume.
In such cases they are called cyclopedias because the work
treats of one subject, such as a Cyclopedia of Religion. Others
run to as many as two or thirty volumes. They are called en-
cyclopedias because they give information on several subjects
rather than one.
Since there are many encyclopedias, some of which are
very difficult to read, this workbook will acquaint you with
two well-known encyclopedias that will be most useful to you
in your school work. These are (l) Compton's Pictured Ency-
clopedia and (2) World Book Encyclopedia , both of which are
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written especially for children and young people. The exer-
cises on the following pages will help you to gain skill in
locating information in these two sets, and also in determining
the kind of information you can expect to find in any set of
encyclopedia.
Guide Letters
Like the dictionrry, the encyclopedia has guide letters
on the back of each volume to help you determine in which vol-
ume a particular subject can be found. Below is an illustra-
tion of the letters as they appear on the backs of Compton 1 s
Pictured Encyclopedia . The letter A shows that all topics
beginning with A can be found in this volume. B shows that
all word9 beginning with the letter B can be found in this
volume. Likewise, the letters of the other volumes show the
topics that can be found in each volume.
1. On the line before each topic, write the letter of the
volume, from the picture above, in which each of the topics can
be found. The first one is done for you.
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Rubber Kangaroo
Helium ..Olympics
Whale Transportation
Sponges Leopards
Pyramids Mandolin
Eskimos Flags
A Bis Cho Dan
^
— s
Fri Hat Lis Mer Opa Ram Smu Tol
to to to to to to to to to to to to
Bis Cho Dan Fri
.
.Hat Lis Mer Opa Ram Smu Tol Zwi
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
2. The second picture ahove shows another way in which mater-
ial is arranged in a set of encyclopedia. Read carefully the
guide letters on each volume. Then, on the line before each
topic, write the number of the volume in which each topic will
be found. The first one is done for you.
Vol . 3 Crocodiles
Bank 8
Lumber
Sundial
Tennis
Newspapers
Pirates
Geyser
Dirigible
Reindeer
Flowers Baseball
,...
. . 4
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The encyclopedia gives an account of the life of all per-
sons who by their contributions have made the world a better
place in which to live. Names of famous persons from all
fields of knowledge are arranged in alphabetical order by
their last names. For example, Roger Bacon will be found
under B and not R. When two or more persons have the same
last names, as Roger Bacon, Henry Bacon and Francis Bacon,
the first name is used to arrange them in alphabetical order;
thus:
1. Bacon, Francis
2. Bacon, Henry
3. Bacon, Roger
1. In the exercise below write the part of the name under
which it is entered in the encyclopedia. By referring to t.
Compton’s Pictured Encyclopedia
,
give the volume and page num-
ber on which each of the names can be found. The first one is
done for you.
Marne as Entered
Name in Encyclopedia Volume
David Livingston ^ . ,?P..
Noah Webster •
Daniel Webster ......
Samuel Gompers ......
Nathan Hale ......
Susan B. Anthony
Louis Pasteur
Moses
......
Page
167-169
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Samuel Adams
John Q. Adams
Thomas Edison
Stephen Foster
Key Words
In your search for information in the encyclopedia, you
will not always be able to find information under one word.
In this case you must try several words that are somewhat alike
in meaning in order to find the desired information. For ex-
ample, information about boats may be listed under similar
words like ship
,
canoe
,
or steamboat . Thus, you should re-
member that in order to use any encyclopedia skillfully you
must think of several key words under which a topic can be
listed.
1. Underline the key word in each topic below, and on the
line before each topic give the volume of Compton 1 s Pictured
Encyclopedia in which the information will be found.
a. The story of how man discovered fire.
N
b. The making of butter.
c. How to build an ant house.
d. The invention of the first printing
press.
e. Products made from petroleum.
f. The manufacture of paper.
g. Some famous cathedrals of the world.
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h. The process of tanning leather.
i. The story of the first calendar.
j. Diamond mining in Africa.
The Index
When you cannot find the topic you are looking for by
means of key words, try the index. It is the guide that gives
the volume and page number to all articles having important
information on every specific subject in the encyclopedia.
It is by means of the index that you can secure a full treat-
ment of a subject which would otherwise be lost in scattered
volumes. Notice carefully how the subject Milk is scattered
in several volumes; thus! Volumes M, C, D, and G.
Milk
buttermilk &-173
condensed C-74
cream separator D
digestion D-69
evaporation M-173
goat G-108, 109; N-17
You can readily see that without the help of the index
many points on the subject Milk would be lost.
Not all encyclopedias have indexes. Compton’s Pictured
Enc vclopedia has a Fact-Index at the back of each volume.
The World Book Encyclopedia has a Reading and Study Guide
which directs you to all the information in the set on a speci-
fied subject. Whenever you have need to use an encyclopedia,
find out if it has an index. If so, use it. It will save you
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much time and energy.
1. Below is a sample index on Wheat . The letter in italics
indicates the volume, and the number tells the page onwhich
the information will be found. By referring to the index,
answer each of the questions that follow^ Write your answers
on the line at the right of each question. The first one is
done for you.
WHEAT W-81-4
bread and baking R-228-32
flour and milling F-117-20; average pounds per bushel F-]
food value W-84; proteins P-356; starch 3-276
grades W-84
harvesting A-49, T-86; Pictures A-55
,
I_-9
kernel F-llTT
macaroni M-l
pests W-82; chinch bug C-222, hessian fly H-287b;
rusts and smuts R-199-201; weevil W-65
China C-22la
Russia R-180
United States U-189
Kansas K-4, production effect of machinery W-81, A-49
vitamins W-84
19
a. On what page will you find a reference about wheat
grown in Russia? . . . .?7
b. What reference will give you information concerning
the making of macaroni from wheat?
c. In what volume and on what page will you find a
discussion of rusts and smuts? ......
d. Where can you find reference to the four vitamins
found in wheat?
e. Where can you find the classes of wheat as a grain?
f
.
In what volume and on what page can you find a picture
showing the harvesting of wheat?
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g. What reference will give you a discussion of the wheat
kernel?
h. Where would you look to find a discussion on the amount
of damage the boll weevil does to the wheat crop?
i # Where would you look to find a reference concerning the
amount of flour made from a bushel of wheat?
j • What reference will give you the amount of starch that
wheat contains?
2. Here is a sample index on several subjects. Select the
correct wolume and page number that directs you to the correct
answer to each of the following questions. Write your answer
on the line at the right of each question.
ALPHABET A-134-5, W-185
Arabic A-134b
Braille, for blind B-156
MOUNTAINS M-291-2
,
P-198
highest peak E-339, Picture A-327
highest range in world H-291
EEAR B-67-9
length of life A-198
price paid by Zoos Z,-22l
weight C-67
RELIGIONS, of the world R-71-3
American Indian
origins in Asia A-333a
BOXING B-208-212 SNAKES S-169-73
champions and matches B-208-212 bites, first aid for S-172
history B-208 charmed by music C-290-1
poisonous types S-170, 171-2
CAMEL, desert animal C-36-9
caravan S-6
hump C-38; purpose C-38
length of life C-38
VEGETABLES A-60
Burbank* s work improving R-27
dehydrated D-38-9
food value F-146
6-7
a
.
What is the name of the highest peak in the world?
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b. What snake is charmed by music? •
c. What name is given to the camel that has two
humps?
d. What kind of food is dehydrated in the spray
drier?
e. How did Louis Braille discover the idea for an
alphabet for the blind?
f. What price does the zoo pay for bears? .
g. What are the four poisonous snakes in the
United States?
h. Who founded the first universal religion? •
i. Would you be safe in saying that bears weigh
more than 600 pounds?
j . Who was the first great boxing champion? .
Cross References
Often in your use of the index you will find an entry
which reads coal
.
see coke . This means that you are to look
under the word coke for more information about coal . This is
called a cross reference because it is necessary to cross to
another place in the index to find the exact information that
is needed.
Writers of books and encyclopedias make use of cross refe
ences because a specific subject may be listed under several
different words that are alike in meaning. For example, in-
formation about clothing may be found under dress
.
textile
r-
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or costume . Wherever you find cross references, refer to them
for they lead you to important information on the desired sub-
ject. In indexes and encyclopedias cross references look like
this:
Locust, See also Cicada ; Grasshopper
A. P.
,
See Associated Press
1. By referring to the encyclopedia or the index guide, find
the cross references for each topic below. The first one is
done for you.
a.
b.
c.
f.
e.
f.
g*
h.
Food
M» rm'fnr!t:viTP»o
See also
See also
Canning
Cooking: ‘Industry
Pure
•Food Laws
• •
Clay See also • •
Fish See also • •
Wi tchcraf t See also • •
Trains See also • •
Art See also • •
Cats See also • •
Scope of the Encyclopedia
You have learned that the encyclopedia gives information
on nearly every subject you can think of. While this state-
ment is true, you must remember that it cannot give as much
detail about a subject as a separate book can. For example,
if you desire to learn photography, you must go beyond the
encyclopedia and read important books and magazines on this
subj ect.
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1. In many encyclopedias you will find at the end of each
article a list of books that will help you in selecting materia
for further study. For the topics below list two books, giving
the author and title, in which you can find more material on
these topics. The first one is done for you.
a. Communication:
(1) Benz, Francis - Talking Round the Earth
(2) Nocolay, Helen - Wizard of the Wires
b. Daniel Boone:
(1)
(2)
c. How to preserve foods:
( 1 )
( 2 )
d. Gardening:
( 1 ) .
( 2 ) .
e. The Aztecs:
(1) .
( 2 ) .
Test I
Directions: Answer each of the following questions by under-
lining the "Yes" or "No" following it.
1. Do all encyclopedias have guide words at the
top of each page? 1. Yes No
2. Does the World Book have a Fact-Index at the
back of each volume? 2. Yes No
*1. -
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3.
4.
5.
6 .
(X
8 .
9.
10 .
^1 .
12 .
13.
14.
Does an encyclopedia have pictures and illustra
tionB? 3.
Is the material in an encyclopedia arranged
in alphabetical order? 4.
Would you ever use an encyclopedia instead of
a dictionary to get the meaning of a word? 5.
Do all encyclopedias run in more than one
volume? 6.
Do "Cross References" direct you to more
information on the desired subject? 7.
Do all encyclopedias have indexes? 8.
Does the encyclopedia give all the informa-
tion there is to be known about a particular
subject? 9.
Is the Compton’s Pictured Encyclopedia
written for older students and adults? 10.
May the topic you are looking for be listed
under another name? 11.
Can the name Robert Fulton be found in the
R volume? 12.
Can you find the derivation of the word
brave in an encyclopedia? 13.
Are the guide letters printed on the backs
of each volume the same on all encyclopedias?
14.
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes No
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15. Is an encyclopedia a good book to use sometimes
to find the meaning, spelling, and pronunciation
of a word? 15. Yes
16. Does the word Kingf ish come before Kingbird
in an encyclopedia? 16. Yes
17. Is the material in an encyclopedia likely to
become ”old” and ” out-of-date” ? 17. Yes
£18. Does the index point out all the information
in the encyclopedia on a particular subject?
18.
Yes
No
No
No
No
19. Do all encyclopedias have a separate volume
containing the index to the whole set of
encyclopedia? 19. Yes No
20. Can you find information about Eli Whitney
in the WXYZ volume? 20. Yes No
Test II
Directions: This is a te6t of your ability to choose between
the dictionary and the encyclopedia. On the line before each
question, write D if the answer can be found in the diction-
ary; write E if found in the encyclopedia, and write DE if
the answer can be found in both.
1. In which book can you find a synonym for
knowledge ?
2. Which book will give you the pronunciation
of eschew?
3 Which book will give you the author of the
poem, The Village Blacksmith 7
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4. Which book would you consult for a short state-
ment of James Oglethorpe’
5. In which book will you find a imp of Guam?
6. In which book can you find the meaning of
pastel ?
7. Which book will give you a discussion of the
government of Brazil?
8. Which book will give you a biographical sketch
of Thomas Jefferson?
9. In which book can you find the derivation of
kimono?
10. Which book will give you the diacritical marks
for gourd ?
11. In which book can you find out what frogs eat?
12. Which book will give you the best picture of
a spinning jenny?
13. Which book would you consult! to find out when
Nathaniel Hawthorne was born?
14. Which book will give you the part of speech of
mantel ?
15. Which book will give you a list of the most
important works of Oliver W. Holmes?
16. In which book can you find the meaning of
R. S.V.P. ?
17. Which book gives the pronunciation of Phoenix ?
18. Which book gives the principal parts of the
verb to dive?
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USING THE WORLD ALMANAC
Thus far you have learned to locate information quickly
and easily in two-references, the dictionary and the encyclo-
pedia. Another useful reference which will assist you in the
preparation of your school work is the World Almanac . Little
is known about the history of this word except that it comes
from the Arabic al manach , which means to count. This mean-
ing still holds in our modern times, for today the World Al-
manac is known to us as a book that contains a great deal of
numerical facts of all kinds. You can find up-to-date informa-
tion on all sorts of subjects such as the population of the
United States and the countries of the world; figures relating
to finance, commerce, and industry; present rulers of differ-
ent countries of the world; postal information of the United
States and the countries of the world; salaries of the Cabinet
members of the United States Government; and countless other
useful subjects.
The encyclopedia will give some information on all these
subjects, but you can readily see that the information obtained
would be much out-of-date. Therefore, when you are in search
of information on various topics that happened recently, con-
sult the World Almanac . It is the book in which you will find
your answer.
Before you begin to do the exercises, you should know
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that the materials in this book are not arranged in alphabet-
ical order. To find the information for which you are search-
ing, you must use the index. In this book the index is at the
front instead of at the back, as in most books. Since you have
had much practice in using the index in previous lessons, you
should do the following exercises with less effort and far
more pleasure.
Below is a sample form of the index from the 1947 Edition of
the World Almanac . Following the index are twenty questions
based on this index. Read each question carefully. Then, by
referring to the index, select the correct answer for each of
the auestions. Write your answer on the line at the right of
each question.
Index
A G
AFL 353
Air mail rates 789
Ambassadors, U. S 805
B
Baseball 817-831
Batting 822
Most valuable player.. 34
C
Capitals, world 501-504
Colleges, year or-
ganized 322-338
D
D— Day •••..•••••».»•*.«•. 649
Decoration Day 88
E
Gasden Purchase 100v241
Governors, States and
Territories 804
I
Imports 133
Inventions 670—671
J
Jenny Lind 632
Justices, Supreme Court .... 237
K
Kentucky Derbe 889
Milometer-mile 657
M
Maryland, area, rank.... 113,-138
Motto 113
Earthquakes
Easter, how reckoned
.
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Olympic records...# 858-860
Orange Bowl football. ... 884
P
Population, U. S.
1790-1940 185
R
Railways, casualties... 382
Fastest trains 752-753
3
Salt production, U. S 786
Tariff, trade acts 369
Tennis 846
U
Universities, see Colleges
X
X-Ray
,
inventions 671
Y
Yellowstone National Park.. 242
Z
Zodiac, signs. 77
1. On what page can you find the name of the United States
Ambassador to Liberia?
2. On what page would you look to find the date Easter
Sunday comes on in 1950?
3. What page would tell you the cost to send a letter to
France?
4. What page tells about imports?
5. Where would you look to find the first university
founded in America?
6. On what page can you find the address of the American
Federation of Labor?
7. Where can you find Joe DiMaggio's batting average for
1946?
8. On what page can you find the capital of Siera Leone,
Africa?
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9. Where Would you look to find the number of states that
do not observe Decoration Day?
10* What page would tell you the population of Indiana in
1820?
11. On what page can you find the most valuable baseball
player in the American League in 1946?
12. Where would you look to find the Chief Justice of the
United States Supreme Court in 1940?
13. On what page can you find a reference to the winner of
the Kentucky Derby in 1930?
14. Where would you look to find the inventor of the bicycle?
15. What page will tell you the winner of the National Tennis
Tournament in 1939?
16. Where would you look to find the team that Boston College
played against in the Orange Bowl in 1944? ..........
17. What page would tell you the state that ranks first in
the production of salt?
18. What page will give you information about the number of
accidents to trains each year?
19. On what page can you find the area of the State of Mary-
land?
20. On what page can you find the name of the governor of
Alaska?
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Interpreting Tables
Thus far, all the information you have been finding has
been by means of the printed word. As you leaf through your
almanac you will discover that many facts are presented by
other means, such as charts and tables. These tables are made
up largely of figures, and unless you can interpret them, you
cannot find the answers to many of your questions.
To interpret tables, look first for the title. This tells
what the information is about. Secondly, notice how the in-
formation is arranged. Usually information is given in column
form which is read up from the bottom at the left and across
the title page.
1. Below is a table which will help you to interpret figures*
First, read the table to make 6ure that you know what the fig-
ures say. Then answer the questions that follow by referring
to the table.
Automobile Production in the
United States — Passenger Cars
Year Number
1940 3,717,385
1941 3,779,682
1942 222,862
1943 139
1944 610
1945 69,532
1946 2,148,677
9,938,887
Figure I
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1. What is the title of this table?
2. What kind of cars do the figures represent? .........
3. How many care were built in 1941?
4. What year shows the lowest number of cars built? ....
5. What year shows an increase in the production
of cars?
6. In what year did production begin to reach the 1940
production?
7. Howr many cars were built during the period 1940-1946?
2. By referring to the table for your answer, complete each
of the statements that follow Figure 2.
The Ten Largest Cities in the United States
City Population
Baltimore 859,100
Boston 770,816
3,396,808Chicago
Cleveland 878,336
1,623,452
1,504,277
7,454,995
1,931,334
Detroit
Los Angeles
New York, N. Y
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
St. Louis
671,659
816,048
Figure 2
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a. The fifth largest city in the United States is
b. The city that ranks second in size is
c. The city that ranks first in size is
d. The seventh largest city is
e. The city that ranks eighth in size is
f. The third largest city in the United States is
g. The fourth largest city is
h. The city that ranks sixth is
i. The city that ranks ninth in size is
j . The tenth largest city in the United States is
3. The statements which follow figure 3 can be correctly
answered by one of the four choices given. Read each state-
ment carefully and then refer to the table to find out which
choice is correct. Then write the letter that corresponds
to the correct answer in the parentheses at the right.
United States and World Production of Cotton
United States
mill ion
bales Year
World
million
bales
11.9 1938 29.1
11.8 1939 28.9
12.6 1940 30.5
10.7 1941 27.2
12.8 1942 27.0
11.4 1943 25.4
12.2 1944 24.3
9.0 1945 21.2
-
Figure 3
.. ,
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In the table above the figures represent the production of
a. wool
b. silk
c. cotton
d. rayon . ( )
The United States production in 1941 was
a. 27,000,000
b. 10,700,000
c. 10,700
d. 1,000,000 ( )
The world production in 1938 was
a. 28,900,000
b. 11,800,000
c. 30,652,000
d. 29,100,000 ( )
The United States production was greatest in the year of
a. 1940
b. 1942
c. 1944
d. 1945 ( )
World production was greatest in the year of
a. 1938
b. 1939
c. 1940
d. 1941 ( )
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6. The production of the world as compared with the produc-
tion of the United States is
a. less than the United States
b. the same as the United States
c. little more than the United States
d. twice more than the United States (
Test
Directions: Now that you have learned that the World Almanac
is the book to use for finding up-to-date information, this
test is to determine how well you can find different kinds of
facts in this book. Using the World Almanac , find the answers
for the following information asked for below. The first one
is done for you.
1 .
3.
3.
4.
Find the
a.
b.
nicknames of these two states:
Ohio .???*???
Utah
Find the
a.
b.
Find the
a.
b.
Find the
a.
names of the mayors of these two cities:
Galveston, Texas
Yonkers, N. Y.
names of the wives of these two presidents:
Abraham Lincoln
James Madison
Indian population for 1940 for these two states:
Oklahoma.
b Ari zona
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5. Find the number of strikes that occurred in the United
States for the following years:
a. 1S44
b. 1945
6. Find the typewriting records for the following typing
champions:
a. Albert Tangora
b. Cortez W. Peters
7. Find the number of tone for each of these kinds of sugars
which the United States produced in 1946:
a. Beet sugar
b. Cane sugar
8. Find the dates on which these two states were admitted
to the Union:
a. Delaware
b. Arizona
9. Find the names of the governors of the following states:
a. Wyoming
b. Louisiana
10. Find the flying time of these two planes that made non-
stop long-distance flights in 1946:
a. Truculent Turtle
b. Dreamboat
11. Find the number of barrels of each of these products which
the United States produced in 1945:
a. Petroleum
- Kerosene
_i ' r
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13. Find the number of immigrants admitted to the United
States in 1947 from these two countries:
a. Germany
b. Russia
:’•
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USING THE WHO 1 S WHO IN AMERICA
You have learned that both the dictionary and the ency-
clopedia give biographical material about outstanding people.
The dictionary gives the shorter biography while the encyclo-
pedia gives the longer one. But there are many people who
are not listed in either the dictionary or the encyclopedia.
They are outstanding people, too. Probably some of them live
in your locality. Then how do you find out about people who
are well-known in this way? You consult a biographical dic-
tionary called the Who’s Who in America . Here you will find
a life sketch of all the outstanding living men and women of
America. The number of biographies in this book now totals
40
,
145 .
In this workbook you will only become acquainted with the
Who’s Who in America . However, you should know that the Brit-
ish or English also have a similar book called Who 1 8 Who . It
contains biographies of well-known English men and women and
outstanding people from other countries. If you have need to
find the biography of a prominent Englishman, refer to the
Who 1 s Who and not to the Who 1 8 Who in America .
There are two ways of getting into the Who’s Who in Americ
First, do something so well that your name becomes famous.
Second, hold an important position, such as that of an actor,
educator, scientist, author, congressman, governor, federal
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judge, officer of the array and navy above the rank of captain,
or a dignitary of the church.
The exercises on the following pages will give you prac-
tice in becoming acquainted with the kind of material found in
the Who 1 s Who in America .
Below is a sample biographical sketch as it appears in
the Who 1 8 Who in America . As you read the biography, you will
notice that many abbreviations are used to give an account of
a person’s life. Some of these abbreviations are quite simple
and need no explanation; others may reouire you to refer to the
Table of Abbreviations for those whose meaning you do not know.
1. Read the following biography carefully and write out the
words for each abbreviation used.
Spellman, Francis Joseph, cardinal; b. Whitman,
Mass., May 4, 1889; s. William and Ellen Mary (Conway)
S. ; A.B. Fordham Coll., 1911; S. T. B. Univ. of the Propa-
ganda in Rome, 1916; Ll.D.
,
Notre Dame U.
,
Fordham U.
,
Manhattan Coll., 1935; D. Litt., Jefferson Med. Coll.;
Litt.D.
,
Marquette Univ., Milwaukee, Wis.
,
1945. Or-
dained in St. Apollinaris’ Ch.
,
Rome, May 14, 1916;
asst. All Saints’ Parish, Roxbury, Mass.
,
1916-18;
editorial staff Boston Pilot, 1918-22; asst. chancellor
,
Archdiocese of Boston, 1922-25; Translator of Papal
broadcasts and encyclicals, Vatican, Rome, 1925-32;
made bishop in Rome, Sept. 8, 1932; Pastor of Sacred
Heart Church, Newton, Mass., 1932-39; Archbishop of
New York, 1939-45; apptd cardinal Dec., 1945; Mil.
vicar for U. S. Author: The Road to Victory; Action
This Day; Greater Love. Address: 452 Madison Ave.
,
New York, N.Y.
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(1) A. B (7) S.T.D.
(2) (8) asst.
(3) U. or Univ (9) coll.
(4) Ch (10) apptd.
(5) LI. D ( 11 ) vicar.
(6) D.Litt (12) mil.
2. By referring to the biographical sketch, find the answers
to the following questions:
a. When and where was Archbishop Spellman born?
b. From what college did he receive his A.B. degree?
c. From what universities did he receive the degree
of Doctor of Letters?
d. What position did he hold at the Vatican during
the years of 1925-1932?
e. What is the name of the first church he pastored?
f. To what, high office was he appointed in 1945?
g.
What is his present position?
h. Should you wish to write to the Archbishop, what
would be his address?
* 1 *
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3. The following are the names of outstanding Americans.
Look up each one in the Who^ Who in America , and find the in-
formation needed to complete the chart below.
Name
Helen G. Douglas
Bernarr Macfadden
Richard E. Byrd
Place of Where
Birth Educated
Life* s Work
or Position
Eleanor Roosevelt
Albert Einstein
Vladimir Horowitz
Dwight D. Eisenhower
Katherine Hepburn
James B. Conant
Arthur A. Vandenburg
Carl Van Doren
Walter E. Disney
Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr.
4. By referring to the index by states and cities at the
back of the book, find the names of three people from your
town or state who are listed in this book.
a.
b.
c.
r.
'
.
.
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Test
Directions: Place the letter of the reference book below
( D, E, W, or W W ) on the line before each number of the
information asked for, in order to show the reference in
which the information would most likely be found. The sample
at the right is done correctly for you.
D Dictionary
E Encyclopedia
1. To find the pronun-
ciation of machete.
W World Almanac
W W Who’s Who in America
• 2, To find the story
of Hercules.
• • • • •
• • • • •
1. To obtain the name of the president of the Boy
Scouts of America.
2. To find a discussion of glass making.
3. To find how to divide the word innocuous into syl-
lables.
4. To find the names of the five largest rivers of the
world.
5. To look up the main facts of Robert L. Stevenson’s
life.
6. To obtain the address of a well-known living American
author.
7. To find the number of strikes that occurred in the
United States during the year 1947.
8. To obtain the meaning of the word pedigree .
I
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To find pictures and the story of the first air-
plane.
10. To obtain the capital of North Dakota.
11. To find the number of tons of sugar which the
United States imported for the year 1947.
12. To find a map of Switzerland.
13. To find the pronunciation of the word taxidermy .
14. To obtain the address of one of the senators from
your state.
15. To find a list of motion pictures in which Bette
Davis has played.
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USING THE ATLAS
In reading books, newspapers, magazines and other printed
matter, you will often find mentioned names of countries, king-
doms, cities, islands, and rivers that you probably do not
know. In order to get the full meaning and appreciation of
what the author is saying, you should know what such places
are and where they are located. Such informa.tion about places
can be found in a reference called an Atlas . It is a book that
consists entirely of maps. The name Atlas which is given to a
collection of maps is taken from the picture of Atlas, a Greek
mythological giant, who was shown holding up the globe on the
earliest copies of maps.
Early atlases contained only maps, as their chief purpose
was to aid the user in locating geographical and political
places. Today there are many kinds of atlases. These not
only give geographical information but other useful facts that
will help you to gain knowledge and understanding of our chang-
ing world. Some of the different kinds of atlases are these:
(1) atlases showing Vegetation, forest areas, and desert areas;
(2) atlases showing highlands, lowlands, and mountain barriers;
(3) commercial atlases showing political boundaries, trade
routes, and industries; (4) historical atlases; (5) road at-
lases; (6) atlases of a particular country, state, or province;
and (7) atlases of the world.
.' f-'
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How you can readily see that there are different kinds of
atlases, each of which gives a different type of information,
so a motorist who is going to make a long trip would refer to
a road atlas and not to an atlas of a particular country or
state
.
The following exercises will give you practice in develop-
ing your ability to locate places in an atlas showing geograph-
ical information. Once you learn to locate places in this
atlas you will have no difficulty in learning to use other
kinds of atlases.
The Index
To find Quickly the map of a given country, you should
turn first to the index. It directs you to all the places
which are located. In atlases, the index is sometimes in the
front of the book, sometimes at the back, and sometimes on the
edge of the map itself. You will also find that some atlases
have what is called a gazetteer-index. This is an index which
gives not only the location of places but other useful informa-
tion, such as the capitals of countries, population, areas,
etc.
1. Below is a sample index. As you examine it you will not
find anything new to you except the entires which read C 3 and
Plate 10, as given for Alaska. This means that Alaska will be
found on the map numbered 10 or page 10, near the place where
the imaginary lines of C-C and 3-3 cross each other. Ey re-
ferring to this gazetteer-index, answer the questions which
follow.
.
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Gazetteer-Index
Area Index Pla
Country ( Sq.mi.
)
Population Capital Ref. No
-/Alaska (U. S. A.
)
571,065 72,524 Juneau C 3 10
Argentina 1,072,745 13,906,700 Buenos Aires G 10 17
Belgium 11,775 8,316,000 Brussels E 7 24
Cuba 44,217 4,778,583 Havana B 2 15
Finland 130,500 3,887,217 Helsinki P 5 27
Italy 119,764 45,600,000 Romr 24
Iran (Persia) 628,000 15,000,000 Teheran H 4 31
Morocco (Fr.) 153,870 7,991,000 Rabat E 5 38
Scotland 29,709 5,030,000 Fdinburgh D 2 20
Tenessee ,U. S. A. 41,961 2,915,841 Nashville J 3 12
Victoria, Aust. 87,884 1,980,289 Melbourne H 7 37
Yugoslavia 95,576 15,703,000 Belgrade B 2 27
1.
To which page would you turn to find the map of Iran?
2. To which page would you turn to find the map of
Tennessee?
3. What is the capital of Argentina?
4. What is the population of Cuba?
5. What country would you find if you referred to Plate No.
15 ?
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6. To which map would you turn to find the location of
Edinburgh 7
7. What is the area of French Morocco?
8. Which map would you find if you were told to refer to
the entry 37; H 7?
9. What is the capital of Belgium?
10. To which plate would you turn to find the location of
Begrade?
11. What is the population of Italy?
13. To which plate would you turn to find the location of
Rome?
2. Give the meaning of the following. The first one is
done for you.
a. Glasgow, Scotland 20; D 3
Means: Turn to page 20, where lines D-D and 3-3 meet.
b. Knoxville, Tennessee
Means:
12; K 3
c. Euenos Aires, Argentina
Means:
17; H10
d. Milan, Italy
Means:
24; B 2
e. Sydney, Australia
Means:
37; J 6
f. Antwerp, Belgium 24; E 6
Means
:
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If the atlas you are using does not have a general index
and you do not know the country in which a particular place
belongs, you should consult one of these three references: (l)
a dictionary, (2) a gazetteer, or (3) an encyclopedia. From
either one of these books you can find quickly the country in
which a place belongs.
You already know what encyclopedia to use, Compton 1 8
Pictured or the World Book . For a gazetteer, you should refer
to the Pronouncing Gazetteer found at the back of Webster* s
unabridged dictionary.
3. Use any of these references — an atlas, a dictionary, a
gazetteer, or any encyclopedia — that you think is necessary
to help you find the information needed to complete the chart
below.
Found in: , Belongs to:
Name
State or
Province
Country or
Kingdom Continent
.
Poughkeepsie
Oslo
Johannesburg
Wichita
Zurich
Hangchow
Tel Aviv
Aleppo
Yokosuko
Messina
New York United States North America
i
:,
1
_
1
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Vladivostok
Wurtzburg
Tegucigalpa
Ploesti
Lausanne
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State or
Province
Country or
Kingdom Continent
Using Marginal Letters and Figures
to
Locate a Given Place
The location of a place on a map is found by referring to
the figures and letters on the sides of the map. For example,
let us suppose that the diagram below is the State of Pennsyl-
vania. It is divided into small squares as a real map. Two
sides of the map are numbered, and the other sides are let-
tered. If you trace with your finger a line from F and
across 2, the exact place or near the place where the two lines
cross in the square will be the location of the place for which
you are looking. Thus, Scranton in the diagram is located
at F-F and 2-2.
1. There are eight marginal letters at the top and bottom
of the following diagram, with six marginal figures at the
sides. Find the city that is located according to the given
letters and figures, and write your answer on the line pro-
vided. The firet one is done for you.
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(1) C 4
(2) E 6
(3) A 1
(4) H 5
(5) E 1
(6) G 4
(7) B 3
(8) D 3
(9) F 3
(10)
A
Pittsburgh
6

You have learned from your study of the diagram how to
locate cities by referring to marginal letters and figures.
Now let*
s
see if you can really locate places on a real map
by the same method.
2. Using the map of California on the following page,
answer each question below as it tells you to do,
a. What town is located at 3-D?
b. What town is located at 2-E?
c. What town is located at 1-C? .........
d. What letters and figures would you give
for the position of Mt. Shasta?
e. What letters and figures would you give
for the position of Death Vallet?
f. What mountain is located at 4-D?
g. What body of water is located at 2-E? .........
h. What is the position of Parker Dam
according to the marginal letters and
figures?
i. What town is farthest south?
j. How many capital cities on this map?
k. 1 8 Pasadena east or west of Los Angeles?
l. What body of water is located at 3-A?
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Location by Latitude and Longitude
Not all atlases locate places by marginal letters and
figures. Some locate places by lines of latitude and longi-
tude. One such atlas that locates places in this manner is
the Goode 1 s School Atlas . Since you are likely to use this
atlas in school, you should learn to locate places by means
of latitude and longitude.
Lines of latitude are lines measured north and south of
the equator. Any place above the equator is in north latitude;
any place below the equator is in south latitude. Lines of
longitude are lines measured east and west of the Prime Merid-
ian. Like the equator, this is an imaginary line that passes
through the Greenwich Observatory in London. Any place to the
right of this line is in east longitude; any place to the left
of this line is in west longitude.
The map on the following page gives the location of
places both by marginal letters and figures and lines of lati-
tude and longitude. You already know how to locate places by
marginal letters and figures. Now, to locate a place by lati-
tude and longitude, notice carefully where these lines cross
each other at a given place. Trace the lines to the figures
in the margin and determine whether they are north or south
of the equator and east or west of the Prime Meridian. Thus,
Quito, on the map of South America, is situated slightly
.„ :
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below the line of latitude marked 0°, which is the equator;
and near the line of longitude marked 80°. Therefore, its
location should be given as 0°S Lat. and 78°W. Long.
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1.
Using the reap of South America, answer each of the ques-
tions below as it tells you to do
a. What city is located at the position of 5°S. Lat.
and 35° W. Long?
b. What city i6 located at the poeition of 12° 3. Lat.
and 77° W. Long. ?
c. How many cities are there in north latitude?
d. What is the position of Caracas by latitude and
longitude?
e. Is La Paz north or south of Lima? . ••
f. What city is located at the position of 5° N. Lat.
and 75° W. Long.?
g. What is the position of Montevideo by latitude and
longi tude? .......
h. How many capital cities on this map?
i. What city is located at 4-F?
j. What city is located at 5-B?
k. What town is farthest south?
l. How many countries are there in south latitude?
m. How many countries are there in north latitude?
n. If
-J-
inch equals 400 miles, what is the distance
from Natal to Eelem?
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Test
Directions.* This test is to determine your ability to use five
references: a dictionary, an encyclopedia, a world almanac, thn
Who* s Who in America , and an atlas. For each question there
are four books that might be used to answer the question. Place
a cross mark (X) on the line in front of the book which you
think is the best to use to answer the question. The sample
below is done correctly for you.
Sampl e
:
Which of these would you use to find the salary of the
Secretary of Commerce?
An encyclopedia
Who *8 Who in America
A world almanac
A history book
1 .
3
.
3.
Where would you find the most information about steamships
A dictionary A world almanac
A geography An encyclopedia
In writing the word potato you are not sure whether the
plural is spelled potatoes or potatos . Which of these
would you use to find how to form the plural?
A speller An encyclopedia
A language book A dictionary
If you want to read about the life of Florence Nightingal
which of these would you use?
An encyclopedia Who's Who in America
A history book A world almanac
.1
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4. Which of these would give you the source of the Colorado
River?
A dictionary A geography
..... A world almanac An atlas
5. Which of these would you use to find the meaning of H.R.H.?
A world almanac A language "book
An encyclopedia A dictionary
6. Which of these references would you use to find the mean-
ing of hassock ?
An atlas An encyclopedia
A dictionary A gazetteer
7. If you only wish to know who Alexander Hamilton was, which
of these would you use?
Who*s Who in America A history book
An encyclopedia A dictionary
8. To find, the capital of Nova Scotia, which of these would
you use?
A geography An encyclopedia
A dictionary An atlas
9. Which of these would you use to find the five largest
mountains of the world?
. .... A world almanac An atlas
• .... An encyclopedia A dictionary
10.
To divide the word horrible correctly at the end of a line,
which of these would you use?
A language book
A dictionary
. . .
.
An encyclopedia
. . . A irorld almanac
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11. You want to find the address of a friend, which one of
these would you use?
Who 1 s Who in America A telephone directory
A street guide A world almanac
12. Which of these will give you the most information about
trees?
..... A geography A dictionary
A world almanac An encyclopedia
13. To find the location of Lake Albert, which of these would
you use?
An atlas An encyclopedia
A dictionary ..... A geography
14. In which of these books would you look to find information
about the life of Samuel Crompton?
A nature book ..... Who*s Who in America
A world almanac An encyclopedia
15. Which of these would you use to find the population of
Philadelphia in 1930?
A dictionary A world almanac
An atlas An encyclopedia
16. To find the address of Robert Frost, in which of these
would you look?
A poetry book An encyclopedia
A world almanac Who 1 s Who in America
.....
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17. In which of these ?;ould you find the distance between
New York City and Madrid, Spain?
A geography An atlas
A dictionary An encyclopedia
18. An outstanding newspaperman is to speak at your school;
which book would you use to find information about him?
A city directory An encyclopedia
Who* s Who in America A world almanac
19. Which of these would you use to find the country south
of Norway?
A dictionary A geography
An atlas An encyclopedia
20. To find the country that produces most of the world's
supply of wool, which of these wou? d you use?
..... An encyclopedia ..... A world almanac
An atlas A geography
21. You want to find information about the prime minister of
England, which book would you refer to?
A history of England Who 1 s Who
A world almanac Who's Who in America
22. Which of these would help you to learn how to use the
word gainsay in a sentence?
An atlas
An encyclopedia
. . .
.
A dictionary
. . . A language book
I. . . . ,
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23. You desire to locate the main post office in a large city,
which of these would you use?
A newspaper A map of the city
A world almanac An atlas
24. Which one of these would you use to find the latitude and
longitude of Leningrad?
..... A history hook An atlas
A world almanac An encyclopedia
25. To find the number of counties in the State Delaware,
which one of these would you use?
..... An encyclopedia An atlas
A dictionary A world almanac
26. You saw this place "Timisoara" in your reading. Where
would you look to find the correct pronunciation?
A geography book ..... A world almanac
A gazetteer An encyclopedia
27. Which of these would you use to find out who Dido was?
A reader An encyclopedia
A dictionary Who* s Who
28. To find the pronunciation of falcon , which one of these
would you refer to?
A gazetteer A language book
An encyclopedia A dictionary
29. To find the location of the Dniester River, which one of
these would you use?
..... A gazetteer An atlas
An encyclopedia ..... A dictionary

30. Which of these would you use to find the winner of the
Pulitzer Prize for Poetry in 1945?
Who 1 s Who in America «...
An encyclopedia ....
A world almanac
A book of poetry
.i .... * J. . _ _
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KEYS
ALPHAEETI ZATION
Exercise 1
( page 22)
1. airplane 14. number
2. boat 15. owl
3. car 16. pony
4- deer 17. queen
5. eagle 18. robin
6. father 19. sheep
7. goose 20. tonight
8
.
house 21. uncle
9. ink 22. violet
10. jug 23. whistle
11. knif e 24. X-ray
12. lamb 25. yellow
13. morning 26. zebra
Exercise 2
(page 23)
Group I Group II
a . air a. ball
b. broom b. danc e
c. children c. king
d. man d. picture
e
.
rain e. sand
f. summer f. woman
Exercise 3.
(page 23)
a. bank a. cap
b. bed b. chin
c. bird c. cotton
d. box d. crow
e. break e. cry
f. butter f. cut
Exercise 4
(page 24)
a. fable a. pear
b. face b. pedlar
c. fairy c. pelt
d. family d. pencil
e. farm e. people
f. father f
.
person
Exercise 5
(page 24)
a. repair a. disappea
b. repeat b. discuss
c. replace c. disease
d. report d. dislike
e. reprint e. dismiss
f. reptile f
. distance

Exercise 6 Test I cont
(page 24) 6. (2) (3) (4) (i)
a. rest a. room 7. (2) (1) (3) (4)
b. restful b. roomer 8. (4) (1) (3) (2)
c. restless c. roomful 9. (2) (4) (1) (3)
d. restore d. roominess 10. (4) (3) (2) (1)
e. restrain e. roommate
f
.
restrict f. roomy
Test II
(page 27)
Exercise 7 1. aunt 8. nation
(page 25) 9. moon 2. horse 9. pain
1. a ttack 10. mouse 3. joke 10. light
2. attire 11. peach 4. office 11. broad
3. clock 12. peak 5. spoon 12. winch
4. crater 13. plumb 6. track 13. thrice
5. doctor 14. rug 7. today 14. mystical
6. glass 15. window
glove
USING THE DICTIONAHY
7.
8. knot
Exercise 1
(page 31)
Test I 1. Yes 9. Yes
(page 25) 2. No 10. Yes
1. (4) (1) (3) (2) 3. No 11. No
2. (1) (3) (2) (4) 4. No 12. No
3. (3) (1) (4) (2) 5. No 13. Yes
4. (4) (3) (2) (1) 6. Yes 14. Yes
5. (3) (4) (1) (2) 7. No 15. No
8. No 16. No
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(page 31)
Respelling
(page 37)
1. Front 7. Back 1. pa-shens 5. soo
2. Back 8. Front 2. chores 6 .
/ ^Wenz-di
3. Back 9. Back 3. hoof 7.
_
Ls
lik-o-r is
4. Front 10. Back 4. V / . ,mis-chi-vus 8. hit
5. Back
6. Front
Exercise 3
11.
12.
Front
Back
Syllabicat ion
(page 39)
(page 33)
1 . (59) 9. (59)
2. (60) 10. (60)
3. (58) 11. (60)
4. (61) 12. (60)
5. (61) 13. (59)
6 . (60) 14. (58)
7. (61) 15. (59)
8. (58)
1. el-e-phant 3
2. loy-al
3. in-her-it 3
4. per-sist
5. cla.r-i-net 3
6. hur-ri-cane 3
7. mag-3,-zine 3
8. op-po-s i-t ion 4
9. cush-ion
10.
m il-lion-aire 3
Abbreviations Used in Writing
Exercise 1
Preferred Spelling
(page 34)
1. hour
2. for example
(page 45)
9. postscript
10. namely
3. hundredweight 11. Tennessee
Valley Ad-
1
.
enroll 6. program 4. annonymous ministrat ion
2. gauge 7. honor 5. merchandise 12. Cash on de-
livery
3. theater 8. thorough 6. Before Christ
13. cubic
4. among 9. goodby 7. mile
14. Grand Old
5. mold 10. aesthetic 8. In the year of Party
our Lord
.
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Abbreviations —
—
Plural of Nouns - cont.
Exercise 1 - cont. 11. women 13. loaves
14. knives15. Ante Meridian
(before noon)
12. memoranda,
memorandums
16. package
17. Honorable
Derivation
13. limited
(page 49)
1. French 8. Spanish
Exercise 2 2, French 9. Greek
(page 45) ~3, Old French 10. Spanish
1. Mar. 10. Rev. 4. Greek 11. Italian
to
• o • 11. asst. 5. Italian 12. Latin
3. amt. 12. chap. 6. Greek 13. Greek
4 , Thur
.
, Thur 8 .13. Dem. 7. Anglo-Saxon
5. ht. 14. ave.
6. ed. 15. alt.
CaDital ization
7. OK
(page 50)
8. Atty.
1. March 7. Yankee
9. mfg.
2. avenue 8. Seine
3. Nero 9. Tuesday
Plural of Nouns 4. Italian 10. Almighty
11. Kansas(page 46) 5. ambassador
1 . men 6. potatoes 6. spring 12. Hall owe*
2. deer 7. feet
3. teeth 9. cases
4. oxen 9. children
5. mice 10. countries
..
-
>
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Biblical Characters
(page 51)
3 . 969 years.
2. The disciple who betrayed Christ.
3. A sling
4. Roman procurator of Judea.
5. David.
6. Book of Luke.
7. New Testament.
8. Brother.
9. Eook of Daniel.
Fictitious Characters
(page 52)
1. He refused to salute the cap which Gessler, the Austrian
governor, had 6et up in the market place.
2. The chamber contained the remains of his six previous
wives.
3. Sherwood, in Nottinghamshire, England.
4. Two feet high.
5. Arabian Nights
6. The title and hero of a story in Irving's Sketch Book .
(Rip was the good-natured, idle hero who slept for twenty
years.
)
7. Magic password Sesame .
8. A dog, a parrot, and Friday.
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Greek and Roman Mythology
(page 53)
1. god Roman God with two faces who ruled over
entrances, beginnings, and war.
2. goddess Roman Ruler of grain, fruits, and vegetabli
3. god Greek Father of god and men.
4. god Roman God of love.
5. god Greek Ruler of the sea.
6. god Greek The god of wine.
7. god Greek Ruler of the sun and all that is
beautiful
.
8. god Roman Supreme god of heaven and earth.
9. goddess Roman Goddess of morning.
10. goddesses Greek Presided over poetry, music, and the
arts and sciences.
Famous People
(page 54)
1 . A naturalist who originated
new fruits, plants, and
flowers.
American 1849-1926
2. Traveler Italian
(Venetian)
1254-1332
3. Poet American 1875-
4. A heroine who saved the city
of Orleans from the English.
French 1412-1431
5. Ruler of Britain (1760-1820) Engl i sh 1838-1820
6. Philosopher and statesman American 1706-1790
7. Anatomist and physician
(discovered the circulation
of the blood)
Engl i shman 1578-1657
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Famous People - cont.
8. Explorer (South Pole, 1911). Norwegian
9. 16th President of the United American
States (1861-1865).
3D. Electrician and inventor. American
1872-1928
1809-1865
1847-1931
Geography
Exercise 1
(page 55)
1. 3,396,808
2. 244,791
3. 2,505,332
4. 828,325
5. 816,048
6. 1,131,800
7. 1,078,978
8. 71,720
Exercise 2
(page 55)
1. Russia 2,300 5. U. S. America 1,800
2. Europe 1,725 6. U. S. America 4,200
3. India 1,540 7. Alaska 2,300
4. S. America 4,000 8. China 3,100
Exercise 3
(page 56)
1. Colorado 14,108 4. Alaska 20 , 300
2. Washington 14,408 5. Nepal-Tibet 29,141
3 . Japan 12,395 6. North Carolina 6,711
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Geography - cont
Exercise 4
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(page 56)
1. New York
2. Central America
3. Virginia
4
.
I owa
5. New York
6. A sea between Greenland and Baffin Island
7. A gorge between Lee County, Virginia, and Claiborne County,
Tennessee.
8. Algeria, Africa
9. Iran (Persia)
10. Htingary
11. New York
12. Pennsylvania
Test
(page 57)
1. (d) 9. (d) 17. (d)
2. (d) 10. (b) 18. (c)
3. (c) 11. (d) 19. (b)
4. (c) 12. (d) 20. (c)
5. (b) 13. (b) 21. (c)
6. (d) 14. (d) 22. (b)
7. (d) 15. (a) 23. (c)
8. (c) 16. (b) 24. (d)
25. (b)
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USING THE ENCYCLOPEDIA
Key Words
Exercise 1
(page 64)
a. fire e. petroleum i. calendar
b. butter f. paper diamond
c. ant g. cathedral
d. printing press h. leather
The Index
Exercise 1
(page 66)
a. R-180 d. W-84 g* F-118
b
.
M-l e. W-84 h. W-65
c R-199-201 f. A-55 i. F-119
3 • S—276
Exercise 3
(page 6?)
a. E-339 (Mt. Everest)
b. C-290-1 (Cobra)
c. C-38 (Bactrian)
d. D-38-9 (Milk)
e. B-156 (Through punching holes in the scrap of leather]
f. Z-221 (8350)
g- S-170-2 (Water Moccasin, Rattlesnake,
Copperhead)
Coral Snake and
.... .
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Using the Encyclopedia
Exercise 3 - cont.
h. A-333a ( Zoroaster)
i. C-67 (Ye 8 — from 900 to 1000 lbs.)
J. B-208-212 (John L. Sullivan)
Cross References
(page 69)
a. Cooking Canning industry Pure food laws
b. Industries Machine Age Mass production
c . Pottery Brick Chinaware
d. Clam Oyster Name 8 of various
fishes, such as
bass, carp, salmon
etc.
e. Magic Superstitions Modern conjuring
f. Locomotives Railroad
g* Painting Sculpture Architecture
h. Wildcats Bobcats Lynx
Test I
(page 70)
1. Yes 7. Yes 13. No 19. No
2. No 8. No 14. No 20. Yes
3. Yes 9. No 15. Yes
4. Yes 10. No 16. No
5. No 11. Yes 17. Yes
6. No 12. No 18. Yes
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Using the Encyclopedia - cont.
Test II
(page 72)
1. D 6. D 11. E 16. D
2. D 7. E 12. E 17. DE
3. D 8. E 13. D 18. D
4. D 9. D 14. D
5. E 10. D 15. E
USING THE WORLD ALMANAC
(page 76)
1. 805 6. 353 11. 34 16. 884
2. 90 7. 822 12. 237 17. 786
3. 789 8. 501-504 13. 889 18. 382
4. 133 9. 88 14. 670-671 19. 113,138
5. 322-338 10. 185 15. 846 20. 804
Interpreting Tables
Exercise 1
(page 78)
1. Automobile
the United
2. Passenger <
3. 3,779,682
Production in
States
cars
5. 1944
6. 1946
7. 9,938,887
. 19434
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Interpre t ing Tables - oont
Exercise 2
121
(page 79)
a. Los Angeles f. Philadelphia
b. Chicago g. Detroit
c. New York h. Cleveland
d. Baltimore i. Boston
e. St. Louis Pittsburgh
Exercise 3
(page 80)
1 . (o) 3. (d) 5. (c)
2. (b) 4. (b) 6. (d)
Test
(page 82)
1 . (a) Buckeye (b) Beehive
2. (a) H.Y. Cartwright, Jr. (b) Robert C. Montgomery
3. (a) Mary Todd (b) Dolly Payne
4. (a) 63,125 (b) 55,076
5. (a) 4,956 (b) 4,750
6. (a) 147 words per minute
(Underwood Standard)
(b) 115 words per minute
(Royal Portable)
7. (a) 1,740 tons (b) 450 tons
8. (a) 1787 (b) 1912
9. (a) Lester C. Hunt (b) James H. Davis
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Interpreting: Tables
Test - cont.
10. (a) 55 hours, 15 minutes (b) 39 hours, 36 minutes
11. (a) 1,711,103 (b) 81,024
12. (a) 301 (b) 873
USING THE WHO'S WHO IN AMERICA
Exercise 1
(page 86)
1. Bachelor of Arts 7. Doctor of Sacred Theology
2. son 8. Assistant
3. University 9. College
4. Church 10. Appointed
5. Doctor of Laws 11. Vicarage
6. Doctor of Literature 12. Military
Exercise 2
(page 87)
a. Whitman, Mass., May 4, 1889
b. Fordhara College
c. Jefferson Medica,! College and Marquette University
d. Translator of Papal broadcasts and Encyclicals
e. All Saints' Parish
f. Cardinal
g. Archbishop of New York
h. 452 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y.
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WHO 1 3 WHO IK AMERICA - cont.
Exercise 3 ,
(page 88)
1. Boonton, N.J. Barnard College Congresswoman
3. Mill Spring, Mo. Public Schools of
Missouri
Writer and
Physical Culturist
3. Winchester, Va. U. S. Naval Academy Explorer
4. New York City Private schools Humanitarian
5. Donau, Germany Luitpold Gymnasium Physicist
6. Kiev, Russia Kiev Conservatory Pianist
7. Dennison, Texas U. S. Military Academy Professional
soldier, General
of the Army.
8. Hartford, Conn. Actress
9. Dorchester, Mass. Harvard College President of
Harvard
10. Grand RapidB,Mich
.
University of
Michigan
Senator
11. Hope, Illinois University of Illinois Editor and Author
13. Chicago, 111. Public Schools of
Kansas City and
Chicago
Producer of
animated sound
cartoons
13. Zenia, Ohio Ohio State University Historian
Test
(page 89)
1. W W 6. W W 11 . w
3. E 7. W 13. E
3. D 8. D 13. D
4. W 9. E 14. W
5. E 10. E 15. 17 W
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USING THE ATLAS
Gazetteer-Index
Exercise 1
(page 92)
1. 31
2. 12
3. Euenos Aires
4. 4,778,583
5 . Cuba
6. Scotland
Exercise 3
(page 95)
1 . New York
2. Oslo County
3. Kansas
4. Transvaal
5. Canton of Zurich
6. Fukien
7. Jaffa
8. Largely in N. Syria
9. Shizuoka
10. Sicily
11. Priraorskaya
12. Bravaria
7. 153,870
8. Australia
9. Brussels
10. 27
11. 45,600,000
12. 24
United States
Norway
United States
U. of S. Africa
Switzerland
China
Palestine
(Belongs to
Turkey)
Japan
(Belongs to Italy)
Russia
Germany
N. America
Europe
N. America
Africa
Europe
Asia
Asia
Asia
Asia
Europe
Asia
Eruope
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.
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Using the Atlas
Exercise 3 - cont.
13. Honduras Central America Americas
14. Prahova Rumania Europe
15. Canton of Vaud Switzerland Europe
Marginal Letters and Figures
Exercise 1
(page 96)
1. Pittsburgh 6. Reading
2. Gettysburg 7. Warren
3. Waterford 8. Barnesboro
4. Philadelphia o Wilkes-Barre
5. Hoytville 10. Wayne sburg
Exercise 2
(page 98)
1. Fresno 7. Paynes Creek
2. Los Angeles 8. 5-E
3. San Francisco 9. El Centro
4. 2-A 10. One
5. 4-E 11. east
6. Mt. Whitney 12. Goose Lake
Location by Latitude and Longitude
(page 103)
1. Natal 3. three
2. Lima 4. 10° N.Lat. and 66°W.Long
.i'T
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Location by Latitude and Longitude - cont.
5. south 10. Valparaiso
6. Bogo ta 11. Cape Horn
7. 34° S. Lat. and 55° W. Long. 12. Eight
8
. Eight 13. Five
9. Rio de Janeiro 14. 850 miles
Master Test
(page 104)
1. An encyclopedia 16. Who 1 6 Who in America
2. A dictionary 17. An atlas
3. An encyclopedia 18. Who f s Who in America
4. An atlas 19. An atlas
5. A dictionary 20. A world almanac
6. A dictionary 21. Who* 8 Who
7. A dictionary 22. A dictionary
8. An atlas 23. A city map
9. A world almanac 24. An atlas
10. A dictionary 25. A world almanac
11. A telephone directory 26. A gazetteer
12. An encyclopedia 27. A dictionary
13. An atlas 28. A dictionary
14. An encyclopedia 29. An atlas
15. A world almanac 30. A world almanac
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